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Holland City News.
VOL. XIII.— NO.

§wM

HOLLAND,

29.

^JEENGS,

tytm.

(Sitjj

R.,

Drugstore.

Perftimeriee. River street.

Fine

SATURDAY, AUGUST

23,

Medj

WHOLE

1884.

fomctAL.i

Common

'

VANPUTTEN,

Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medlcines.Palnts,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. VahDsh Bibo’s Family Medicines ; River St.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

D.

MICH.,

L

Is

Oonnoll.

The Common Council met in

19,

completionand acceptance of our proseut

WILLIAM

school building. And this foul play cost

TTTALSH HEBER, Druggist &

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
ROGERS.

\

J

pditimwi <tal.

Mich.

9 “
8 “

put before hii eyes, in order that the

"School Bosrd” was at the time of the

1884,

rsgnlar session

Holland City Lodge, No. 1W, IndepondentOrderand was called to order by the Mayor.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Pharmacist; a Fellows Hall, Holland,MichMonTaesdayEvening Members present: Mayor Beach. Aid. Ter
Vree. Rose. Benkema, Burgees, Werkman, Nyland,
Tv full stock of goods appertaining to the bus* of each week
Boyd and tbs clerk.
iness.
Visltingbrothers
arecordiallylnviled
.
OFFICE: No. 69 EIGHTH STREET.
Minutes of the last three meetingawere read and
L. D* Baldcs, N. G.
approved.
funltuTi.
William Bauxoahtkl, K. 8.
157
TinriONI AND ACCOUNTS.
Lf EYER, BROUWER A CO.. Dealers in all
Editor and PuUither.
H.
Wykhnlsen
and ten othera, owners of lots lyF. A A. X.
. VI
kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
kinds
ing and abuttingon that part of Cedar street,
Carpets,
Coffins,
Picture
Frames,
etc.:
River
st.
ARiouiARCommanlcatlon
of
Unity
Looox.
Terms of Babeorlptien:
known as Cedar street special street assessment
No. 191.F. AA.M..wll]beheldatMa8onlcHall district, petitioned the Council that after the grade
$1.50 per year tf paid in advance; $1,75 if
aiasral Stalin.
Holland, Mich., at 7 a’clock sharp, on Wednesdav of said part of said streetla made, to cover a strip
paid at three mnthe, and $2.00 if
evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 9, May 7, twenty feet wide throughthe center of said atrest,
Jnne4, Jnly2, Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 99, with gravel to the average thicknessof eight
paid at tin months.
Nov. 26, Dec. 81. St. (John's days Jnne 24, and inches, so spread that the same will be ten IncEee
hi
Dec. 27.
thick in the center and aiz inches thick on the
JOB PRINTING Promptly and Hsatly Eiecntel
R. B. Best, W.M.
side* of said strip of gravel, of a quality at least
D.L. Botd.&c’v.
BotiU.
equal to that put ou Ninth street, the expense of
graveling to be defrayed and paid by a special asTERMS OP ADVERTISING:
, "tlTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
sessmenton the lots and lands lying and abatting
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
The onlv first-classHotel in the city. Is
npon said part of said street, except the intersecfirstinsertion,and 95 cents for each subsequent located in the business center of the town, and has
tions of streets, which they pray may be aaaeseed
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
one of the largestand best sample rooms in the
against the city ot Holland and paid out of the
8 X. 6 X. I 1 T. State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel.
general fund thereof,and be paid by five InstallFor
Alabastlne,
Whiting
and
Colors
in
10-ly
1 Square ......... A.
ments as follows: January Is, 1886, January 15,
8 00 Holland,
............
1887, January15, 1888, January 15, 1889. January
10 00
oil, go to the Central Drug Store.
HCENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
...........
15, 1890, and bonds issued for the same at as low a
17 00
Kremers & Bangs.
rate of interest as can be procurred.— Accepted
Column ...........
85 00 JL Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
has
good
facilities
for
the
traveling
public,
and
Its
40 10
and referred to the committee on streets and
table
is
unsurpassed.
unsurpassed,
Free
Hack
for
accommoda*
65 00
••
Fresh roasted Peanuts and all other bridges.
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
kinds of Nuts, Candies, Bananas and J . De Spelder, hauling 16 cords wood ..... $ 4 25
changes.
'OOTT HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
Bool A Kramer, three poor orders ......... 7 50
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
) This hotel is located on the cor. o)f Ninth and choice California Canned Goods at
Becker, 6 cords of wood .............7 50
PESSINK’S. JC.. A.P. Ter
lines, $9.00 per annum,
Fish strs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accomV ree, teaming, .................. 46 52
u Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deathspubmodations can always be relied on. Holland,
E. G, Stndley & Co.. 800 feet of hose, $225,
“ ihed whitout charge
fished
charue for
*
subscribers.
8-1 y
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
four play pipes,$48, fonr nozzles, $6 ..... 279 00
BY* All advei
artlslng bills collectable quarterly.
—Bills allowed, excepting that part of E . G. Studin large and small cans at
Llvirv and Bali Statist.
ley’s bill relating to pipe and nozzles, and warKremers & Banos.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

649.

Council he not led by the nose, as the

Holland, Mich., Angnst
0. of 0. P.

NO.

the taxpayers about

We

$4,

090.

beard the remark made, that "a de-

fect in the suctien pipe, leading to the
river, was the cause of this ‘something

wrong.* That

to

this suction pipe

a cer-

aud

tain extent la laid through springy

marshy ground, where

for a great part, a

solid bottom is wauling. That hy the

and again
bottom gave way, and was

construction of the pipe toce
the so-called

repeatedly fixed up again sufficient te lay
the pipe.”

If

this is true, it

common
enough

much

to cause a failurein a readily

sufficient

aud

supply of water.

Again. If

1

dees not take

sense, to understand that thills

it

is true, that this suction

pipe, leading from the engine house to the
river, is laid wholly, or la part, through a

Mich.

marsh, wanting a good and solid bottom
to support and carry the pipe, so that
remains

in

a

it

horizontal position, if that

detect was in exiit&nce at the time of the

rants ordered Issued on the city treasurer for the
severs! amouuts.

“ public test”

of the Water Works, then

we cousider it not eut ot the way to conFITS: All F1U stopped free hy Dr.
RX FORTS OF STANDING COXXHTXKN.
gratulate the inhabitants and especially
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.No flu
The committeeon ways and means reported the the taxpayers of eur City that the test, as
Chicago & Weit Michigan Bailway.
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding after first day’s use. Marvelous cures. following:
JLL stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
Gbntlkmxn:— Your committee on ways and a “final test” was a fizzle. For If we for
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 031 Arch St., means would respectfullyreport and recommend a moment accept ot the propositionthat
Hotel.
83-tf
From Holland
From Chicago
that a loan of $1,800 be made fiom the general
Phils.,
12-ly fuad
to Chicago.
to Holland.
for sixty days and credited to the water fund, the cause ot the fizzle was in this suctien
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
and that a loan of $6, J00 he made at the Holland
Nt’t Day
Day Ni’t iv Ninth street, near Market.
Mall.
Mail.
If
you
wish
a
bargain
in
Paints,
White
TOWNS.
City
Bank
for nine'ty days at the rate of eight per pipe, then it might have heeo, just as well
Exp. Exp.
Exp. Exp.
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White cent interest, per annum, and that the Holland as not, that for the timo being the paperEasuftotorlii,Hllli, Sbopi, Ito.
City Bank have the last alx bonds of the water
p.m. p.m. a. m.
p. m. a.m.
wash brushes, call at
fund as collateraUecurlty.
Signed,R. E. Werk- house might have stood the rain, with the
19+05 1 10 10 15 ....Holland.....
10 06 4 50 pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
Kremers & Banos.
man, Pavld L. Boyd and J. A, Ter Vree, committee
)10 80
••
10 35 East Sangatnck 2 4ft
4 28 .1 of Hugger ......
MUlt; (Steam
Steam Saw an
and Flour
desired expectation for the contractor that
on ways and means.
DO 40 ..... 10 45 •New Richmond. 245 942 4 18 Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
11 32 2 05 11 30 ..Ud. Junction.. 205 907 8 3C
The committeeon streetsand bridges reported the City Council is soon to take tbo “Job”
Ice.
11 55 2 17 11 50 ..... Bangor. ... 287 8 66 3 10
as follows:
XT' AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
Families desiring Ice at any time or for
from his hands, but soon thereafter diffl*
1 25 3 00 1 05 .BentonHarbor.12 40 800 1 55
Gentlemen:— Yonr committee on streets and
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
1 50 3 10 1 15 . ,8t. Joseph...12 8) 7 55 1 50
the season can leave their orders at the bridges would respectfullyrecommend Improving cullies would set in aud defects be no3 15 4 20 2 80 ..New Bunalo..11 80 7 18 12 45
the west end of Eighth street, west of River street;
hardware store of
780 6 50 5 2ft ....Chicago ..... 8 55 840 9 55
your committee would also recommend that the ticed.
Hotarr Publici.
R. KANTERS & SONS.
a.m. p.m p. m.
A* ID* p.m. p. m.
gravel of Mr. John Roost’s pit bo need, which
We trust that our city officials will have
gravel be will deliver on the streettor 78 cents per
QTEGENGA,.A. P., Juitlce of the Peace and
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
cable yard. Signed, John Benkema, M. W. Rose their eyes wide open before they release
Notice.
Notary
Public.
Conveyancing
done
at ihort
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
and R. E, Werkman, committee on streets and
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
the coutractoror contractors.And alio
Grand
to Holland.
For Sale.— One second-hand hand fire bridges.
The committeeon poor reported, presenting the that they will be very careful before they
p.m. a. m.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
engine
and
one
two
wheel
hose
cart,
with
fhrilcU&i.
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
3 00 +5 03 ....Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
or without hose. For further informa- and said committee, recommending$28 for the make further payments.
3 12 5 18 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02
9 40
3 80 5 35 .. Hudson vilie... 945
9 15 T>EST, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon, can bo tion apply to the city clerk of the city of support of the poor for the two weeks ending
By having given Bonds, even for the
8 48 .5 50 ....Grandville... 9 32
28-2w September 8rd, i884, and having renderedtemper8 55 £> found in his office,cor. River and Eighth Holland,
ary aid to the amount of five dollars.—Allowed
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 t8 85
completion
of a contract, It is often times
streets in Vanderveen'sBlock.

gail ftoafe.

andbarnon Market street. Everythingfirst-

class.

Pa.

• •

%

•

w.

~

(

V

19-tf.

to

0

Rapids.

Michigan.

p.m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

a.

m. p.m. p.m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

REMERS, H., Physician and

m.

Surgeon. Reel*
street,cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly
IT'

and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer
for the amounts.
very uncertain to recover under its proCOMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
visions. Tbo best, the surest way there-

Business for Sale.

The stock and good will of my Book,
The clerk presented the following proposalsror fore always is, to pay when the “Job” is
«nd News store is for snie, as
grading
iradlng Tcntn
Tenth street,viz: u.
E. J. Harrington,
other business demands my time, and prep.m. p.m. p.m.
Jr., for grading, 12 cents per cubic yard; for all finished and accepted, not before.
3 00 10 10 +5 20 ....Holland. ... 1 Hi 8 00 9 4(1
vents my giving it the attention it re- other work. $50. Pieter Konlng, for grading, 12
325 10 30 5 55 ...WestOllTe...
Another remark was made: “that the
2 85 9 17
quires and deserves. A lease of the store cents per cubic yard; for all other work, $40.
3 35 10 40 6 10 .. .Johnsville....
2 27 9 07 VATE8. O.E., Physicianand Snrgeofi.Office
Rlaas V an Haaften, for grading, 12X cents per cu- said suction pipe, near the river, is
400 11 00 ai ..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05 8 50 X at residence on the corner of River and can also be bad on reasonable terms. I bic yard, and for all other work nothing. P. Berg405 11 08 6 40 ...Ferrysburg... 12 20 2 00 8 40 Eleventh streets, formerly occupiedby the late will, if desired, sell an interest in the hnis, for grading, 15 cents per cubic yard.
covered with less than two feet of
4 40 n 45 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 +8 05 Dr. B.
48-1 y.
business on satisfactoryterms to any good
The
following
proposals
were
submitted
for
p m. p.m. a.m.
ground.” Is this true? if so, then we give
p.m. p. m. p.m.
party who will carry it on, relieving me gradingCedar street: E. J. Harrington, Jr., for
the City Council with its legal adviser in
Vff ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
for all other
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
grading,
18
cents
per
cubic
yard,
from the personal care of it.
office at tiraafrehap Village,Allegan oranty,
From Holland
From Allegan to
work, $13.
serious consideration
whether they
H.
D.
Post.
Holland.
Pieter Konlng.for grading,12 cents per cubic
Holland,
Mich.,
July
31, 1884. 26-4t
yard, for all other work, $90. KlaasVau Haaften, counted ou the fact that lo the same
p. m. a. m.
a.m. p. m.
for grading, 13 cents per cubic yard, fsr all other
800 •8 00
Phfogrivhsr.
10 10 1 85
work nothing. P. Berghuls.for grading,15# marsh leading te the river, all evidences
830
3 20
950 1 05
cents per cubic yard, for all other work $25.
8 35 8 50 ........ Hamilton ........ 942 12 50 JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galappear that in a certain time of the year,
$etr
3 47
9 a)
980 12 15
On motion of Aid. Werkman—
called winter, it may freeze there severe
4 15 10 10
9 05 •11 85
The job of ImprovingTenth street was awarded
p. m. a.m.
a. m. p.m.
to Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.
enough to effect the suction pipe leading
Watohei asl Jiviiry.
Mixed trains,
On motion of Aid, Ter Vree—
through a part of this marsh. And it is

From Holland to
Muskegon.
P-“- a. m. a. m.

From Muskegon
Holland.

to

JA. deuce on Twelfth

A

Stationer}',

«

Ledeboer.

to

Allegan.

:

;ptwtotMtrt«i.

t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sunday. Ail trains run by Detroit time.
RE YUAN , OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at X> dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
<7:50 a n), arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m, and Eighth Street.
and at 10:05 p m. arrivingat Muskegon
Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
TfTYKHUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks,
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a m.
Tv Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.

Mich.

Taking Effect April 6th, 1884.

Pass.
A. U.
10 10
11 02
11 27
11 32
11 43
12 00
12 15
12 40
12 59
1 07
1 19
1 30
1 52
2 22
2 84
2 50

320
320
386
4
4
4
4

16
27
83
45

c
P.

3t.

Pass.

OiatralTins

A. M. P.
5 20
7 00

754
804
825
9 00
9 30
10 25
11 05
11 20
11 46
12 10
1 06
2 22
2 49

STATIONS

A. X.
Toledo. A 11 80
6 03 ..Dundee'.. 10 30
627 ...Britton..10 10
6 31
10 06
6 41
9 57
6 57
9 42
. Tipton. .
7 10 Cambridge 9 30
7 33 .Addison.. 908
750 ..Jerome.. 8 51
7 57 ..Moscow.. 8 44

F.

8 .35
3 80

819
8 02
2 47
2 21

.

807 ..Hanover. 883

8 18 ..Pulaski.. 8 22
8 40 .. Homer .. 800
909 ..Marshall 7 82
9 22 ...Ceresco. . 7 19
880 9 40 Battle Cr’k 7 00
4 15 P. M.
A. M.
4 33
446
..Richland..
0 03
..Montleth.
623
....Fisk....
636
..Kellogg..
7 00
A Allegan L
r. m.
.

St.

P. M.

505 6 50
400 500

:S&:

201

4
4
3
S
2
1
1
1
12
12
11
10

11
02
42
10
47
56
20
07
37
10
20
15

1 53
1 41
1 30
1 06
12 37
946
12 25
12 05
9 00
11 43 8 12
11 84
7 53
11 28 7 89
10 49 6 15
10 39 5 55
10 83 5 40
10 20 5 15
A. M. A. St.

Train Co— — tto—.

At Toledo, with

all railroadsdiverging.

At

Dan-

A. A. A G. T. At toitton,with
Wabash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecumseh, with
Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. A M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. AM. 8. At
Hemer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At MarshaQ, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
____ . _________
nk and M. C. R. R. At MonChicago
A Grand Trui
telth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A Weal Mich, and L. 8.* M. 8.
ins alld

dee, with T.

General Passenger Agent

§\mm

Chicago and West Midi.

the United States and

our judgment

Canadas. Money

tljat

a great danger may

arise, for more than one reason, that the
On motion of Aid. Rose—
The action of the Common Council at their in- city in the hour ef need, by fire in the
formal meeting, Aug. 14, in poatponing the teat of
the water wonts two weeks wan approved,and winter time, may be without sufficient
the time of the public teat fixed for August 28,
water supply for fire purposes. In a
1884.

word, if previous to the time ef making

Council adjourned.

GEO. H. 8IPP,

Uitv Vlerk.

the test as

For the Holland Clfv Newt:

“final test,”

fizzle of the test, be

Water Work*.

can be saved by purchasing ticketsof me.

a

thought had beeu given to

no

this

serious

matter the

a stimulationto

see

that the suction pipe leading to the river

( WHOLESALE.)
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates
Agreeable to anusuncemeut by authsrl is laid
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.*
given for freights to all points, Call aud
Apples,f) bushel .................. 25
85
ty af the “City fathers” the “trial test” of bottom,
Beans, $ bushel ........ ........
1 25 see me before making your journey or

on a permanent, firm, aud solid
with sufficientdepth ot ground
our Water Works was to have taken covering the same, in order that alt

.

Batter, $ lb ......................
Eggs, V dozen ....................
Honey, fHb ......................
Onions, 9 bushels ................
Potatoes, f) bnshel ...............
25 ft

15

'

©
®
&

RETAIL.

.

U
14
75
to

'

Apples, S bushel .................. 80 ft
Beans, V bushel ................. 1 25 ft
Bntter, 1b ...................... 15 ft
Eggs per dozen .................... ft
Honey per lb .....................
Onions, per bushel .........
ft
Potatoes, pej bnshel ...............
ft

......

Grain, Feed, Eto.
( WHOLESALE.)
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
bushel...
Buckwheat, 9 b
Bran, A 100 lbs.
Barley, 9 100 lb ...........
Clover seed, V lb ..........
Corn Meal V 100 lbs .......
Corn, shelled 9 bnshel ..
Flour, 9 brl ..............
Fine Corn Meal g 100 lbs.

500

place on Thursday the 14th lost. That

danger of having the pipe or any part of
was thought to be a perfect success is self- it frozen, may he prevented. It la our
Agent Chicago and Weet Michigan Railway.
evident from the elaberatepreparatiens conviction that many of our citizen! are
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf
made for the occasion. Invitationswere sent of the same opinion with ns. The indigto parties interested in municipal affairs nation would be extreme if, after eucum*

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

IP.

H.

it

WILhAS,

throughout the state to witness the "public
shop
test,” the music was ordered from abroad to
a large, new engine
and boiler, and the give cast and splendor to the occasion, and
latest improved printed programme,informingthe public
pump maebioery, in minute exactness of all the manoeuvers
and is prepared to
te take place, all show that there was not
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron the least thought on the part ef the manor wooden pipes, agers that they were much troubled with

has put

tail, at

in his

the most

reasonable prices;

the word

FAILURE

Before the

first

on

their

be ring

ourselveswith so great a debt for

would turn out to
That the city
officials have a speciallywatchful eye on
water works, it

be

Si
.

1

1

Flits “

Buckwheat,per bnshel.
Bran, per 1100 fta .......
Barley per 100 Ms
Clover eeed per ft
Cora Meal, per 100 fts...
Corn, shelled,per bushel
r, per barrel .........
eon meal, per 100 fti.

•

finely

relatively a failure.

the entire interests, of the Water

of the City is

just

bow

Works

extremely impor-

tant.

K. SCHADDELEE.

mind.

manceuver an the pro-

An A&iwtr Wants!

.

agricultural gramme bad fairly commenced, it soon
Can any one brlog us a case of Kidney
iplemeotsof all descriptions; the Ester- became apparent, that the programme
•r
Liver Complaint that Electric Bitten
Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
r could not be worked out; that the word
will
not speedily caret We say they can
and
id Mower, the Howe Reaper and the
the AdA SUCCESS was to ha written on
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours tbreenet, as thousandsof cases already permanhoise sulky plow, the Biasel,South Bend the ‘first test.”
ently cured and who are daily recommendplow, best in the market, the ReramingDifferent opinions were freely expressed
ton iron-beam ateei plow, Kalamazoo as to the cause of the failure. But what- ing Electric Bitten, will prove. Bright’!
Disease, Diabete, Weak Back, er any urinSpring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
ever the cause may have been, it was a
harrow for finishing land made, contain
ary complaint qnickly cured. They purilog 60 teeth, South Bend Meel grsdn frills. failureand that is enough for the Common
ty the blood, regulate the bowels, end act
8 inches for every tooth, Dowaritc Whee Council at oooe to draw its attentionto the
directly
on the diseaeed parts. Every beeSpring Tooth harrows, seeders and cult! terms of the contract and to see that the
tle guaranteed. Forsele at 60c. a battle
vatora combined,Albion Wheel Spring

also

Oats, V bnshel, eld,.
Oats, per bushel, new,. .
Pearl Harley, y 100 lb...
»•#••••• •• te
Rye $9 hnsn............
eeee ••••
Timothy 8eed, 9 bnshel..
Wheat, white 9 bushel...
*••••• eees ••••
Red
..........
LancasterRed, 9 bnshel.

~

shipments.

at wholesale or re-

Feed,’

xxtaix,.

gimtovg*

Attorasyi.

The job of grading and Improving Cedar atreet
was awarded to Klaaa Van Haaften.

Agent

Sells tickets to all principalpoints in

Produce, Etc.

Pass. Pass. Mix’d

L.

.

pathdis.

GOIM IASTJC

st.

505

Freight and Ticket

-ZRAILWAYZ-

Xicfiifan and Ohio Railroad.

OOIM WIST

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

NOT
‘

Tooth seeders and harrowa combined, rights of the City are aecured. Each by H. Walsh.
farm and freight wagons, member of that body, with the City At-

AASSSt
Detour sulky

A

cultl-

torney included, have In this respect a re-

1st

To no

to it that

the full value of its

IbU

the City roceivoi

mooey expended

,T*tom»fWiterWorki
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.

seriously hurt, but no other persons
were seriouslyinjured, though the excitement among the rudely awakened travelers
was intense for u time.

completed, and, contrary to. general expectation, it may see the light before the production of the anticipated epistle from
Cleveland. The Butler manifesto is said ta
A new line is being constructed Jby the be a document of great length. The General takes in the whole vocabulary of naNew York, Philadelphia and Norfolk Rail-tional questions, from Mormonism down to
road in Accomack County, Va. Considera- the preservation of the Mississippilevels.”
ble opposition has recentlybeen manifested
Roscoe Conkling declines an election
by the. fanners in tho vicinity, who think
as honorary member of the Plumed Knights
they have not received proper compensation
from the railroadcorporation. This was in- of Albany, N.. Y., stating that he will not in
tensified when a construction train drove any way be drawn into the landing canvass.
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JJDHinONAL NEWS.

PARTY CONVENTIONS.

’

Mary Clemmed Hudson, better known
Clemmer Ames, the American au- The Michigan Republicansnominate
thoress and journalist,died last week at
j Candidate*and Adopt a '
as Mary

Washington, D. C., of hemorrhage of the
brain. A short time ago sho married Edmund Hudson, editor of the Boston
Herald.

Democratic State Conventions

The Austrian consul at Pittsburgh hoisted
Held jn Missouri and
the flag of his conntty over his office, in
Georgia.
honor of the Emperor's birthday. The
Chief of Police ordered it lowered, and the
consul refused, on the ground that the
Michigan Republicans./
treaty gives him the right claimed ____ J. J.
The Republican State Convention of
Woodward, United Stites army, one of the
Michigan convenedat Detroit, and chose E.
physicians who attended President Garfield
in his last illness, has just died near Phila- S. Lacey, of Eaton County, Permanent

The Executive Committee of the AntiThe New York State Labor Convention, through a herd of cattle standing on the
track, killing many of them. The farmers
Monopoly party assembledin Chicago last
which met at Utica last week, adopted
in the vicinity gathered and tore up the
resolationi in favor of a mechanics’lien trick at another point. When theconstmc- week and nominated Gen. A. M. West, of
Mississippi,for Vice President. It was relaw which wonjd give mechanics a first tion train came along it was hurled intoa d?ep
claim on buildings and strnctnres; the gulch. The engineer and fireman were badly, solved to issue an address urging vigorous
efforts in close Congressionaldistricts,
abolitionof the “track system;" the adop- perhaps fatally,injured. Thepeople are deand a union of all the Butler forces,nnder delphia.
tion of weekly payments; the establishment fiant and the railroadmen determined .....
the title of the People’s party, was adof a State printing office; the redaction of George Alsop and TheophilnsGraves, the
Mrs. Storey, wife of Wilbur F. Storey,
vocated.
the hoars of work per day to ten; and the two convicts who led the recent revolt in
proprietorof the Chicago Times, has filed
prohibition of child labor. It was nrged the Frankfort Penitentiary,were killed in a
a petition in the Probate Court of Chicago,
that the immigrant per capita tax be in- cornfield near Lexington, Ky. One of the
creased to $10, the money to be nsed for Sheriff’sposse, George Cassell,was killed
The annual reunion of the Army of the to be made consenator of the estate of her
the benefitof the immigrants.
husband, who is alleged to be insane, or
by the convicts at the first fire ..... About
Tennessee was held at Lake Minnetonka, that some person selected by her shall
The old Beach Street Theater Building, two-thirdsof the business portion of
Grenada, Miss., was destroyed by fire, in- Minn. The members of the society were be appointed. Andther petition ofat Boston, occupied by three manufacturing
volving a loss of $250,000. A similar called to order by Gen. W. T. Sherman, fered on the part of the heirs and
firms, was destroyedby fire, two firemen visitation caused the destructionof $300,000
who read a brief letter from Gen. Grant creditors has also been filed.... At
perishing in the fiames. The financialloss worth of property at Greenville, Miss ..... expressing regret at his inability to be Tobias, Neb., Wiley Farris, who had been
is about $70,000 ..... The business portion
The last joist in the main exposition bnild- present. Before reading the letter Gen. separatedfrom his wife, went to her boarding
of North East, Pa., burned, includingho- ing at New Orleans was placed in position Shrrmaq feelinglyreferred to Gen. Grant’s place, called her out, and deliberatelyshot
tels, banks, a church, and other structures, and the structureis almost completed..,. present feeble physical condition and to ner through the head. He then shot himresultingin a loss of $400,000.
Joseph Pool, formerly Senator from North the recent financial troubles in Wall street self in the temple, dying instantly ____ H.
New Yobk telegram: “Third Officer Carolina,died of apoplexyin Washington The speaker said no one believed Gen. Ten Eyck, a farmer living near Broadhead,
City.
Grant was in the remotestdegree person- Green County, Wis., having fatally stabbed
Kelly, of the steamer Bear, says the reports
.
ally responsible for the trouble,and said his wife, committed snicide by hanging.
of eating the flesh of Lieut. Kislingbury
the respect and love he had won on the bat- Eight prisoners escaped from the jail at St.
and Private Henry were true, as the
tle-field would survive long after Wall street Joseph, Mo. They made their exit through
survivor^,when brought on board, were all
Gen. Hazen was interviewed at Wash- was a name held to be synonymons with A sewer pipe.
but delirious,and admitted that they had to ington concerning tho stories of cannibal- gambling in gold and credit. Gov. HubThe mercury stood at 100 the other day
eat the dead bodies to preserve their own
bard, of Minnesota,delivered the address
ism in connection with the Greely expediat Dover, N. H., and several citizens were
lives. The cook of the Bear said that all
of welcome, to which Gen. Sherman rethe survivors said they had to eat the flesh tion. Although the reports were somewhat sponded. At the banquet speecheswere prostrated.It is said that no rain has
of the dead, as all their food, except a little exaggerated, he said, there was no doubt made by Gov. Hubbard of Minnesota, Gen. fallen at Plymouth, Moss., since May, and
leather or sealskin,had given out. All the that there is considerable foundation for Chetlain of Chicago, Bishop Ireland, ex- that the smaller streams are drying np.
men on board the Bear luiew that the bodies them. Ho Slid that it is not true Senator Ramsey, Ignatius Donnelly,and Complaintsof a severe drought also come
had been eaten, but were told not to speak that Capt. Schley told himself and Col. Jacobson of Chicago. Gen. Sherman from Southern Ohio and mdiana. .. .Asabout it when they got into port”
Secretary Chandler that the survivors was re-elected President, and the society signmentshave been made by Max Morhad
eaten the bodies of their associ- adjournedto meet at Chicago on the second genthan, a soap manufacturerof San FranEli Geobge and Buck Gehrhart fought
cisco, with liabilities of $250,000, and
ates; he refused, however, to say that the Wednesday of September,next year.
twenty-seven rounds with bare knuckles for
Meyer & Co., dry goods dealers of Selma,
stories already published were not true. He
Generally speaking the Canadian Ala,
$700 atLawrenceville, Pa. Gehrhart won, had heard rumors at Portsmouth that Priand his opponent was so weak that he fras vate Henry had been killed and that the sur- crops this year are much better than they
The Mark Lane Express in its weekly
unable to leave the room ..... The Rev. Dr. vivors had eaten his body, but declined to were last. This is tho case especiallywith review of the Britishgrain trade says: “A
John Brown, the oldest Protestant Episco- give such fads in the case as came within the barley, pea, and bean crops ____ Rumors
large proportion of the grain has been harpal minister in New York State, passed his knowledge. The stories find credence come from the City of Mexico that several
vested witn the best results. Wheat returns
among army and navy officers, and some of prominent citizens have been arrestedfor
away at Ne wburg, aged 93.
show that 54
the latter, and even Gen. Hazen, think that conspiracyto depose President Gonzales
the average,
cannibalism was almost unavoidable nnder and assassinateGen. Diaz ____ The Supreme
14 per cent, nnder the average, .foreign
the circumstances.There is no doubt that Grove, Order of Druids, held its annual
jvheat at Liverpool is demoralized both lor
there
will
be
a
Congressional
investigation.
session at St Louis, and adjourned to present and prospectivetrades. ____ So great
Ah extraordinary scene was enacted near
The Treasury Department has issued or- meet at Chicago next year.
Justice Schell's office in Scott Township,
have been the ravages of locustsin the cenThe American Board of 'Commissioners tral portion of Spam that the damage to the
ders
to Collectorsof Customs that hereafter
about thirty miles from Iowa City. Two
.

GENERAL.

Chairman.The

following State ticket

was

placed in nomination:
Governor,Gen. R. L Alger; Lieutenant Governor, Archibald Bntler,after 0. A. Luce bad

declined;Secretaryof State, H. A. Conant;
Treasurer.E. H. Butler; Auditor General, W.
C. Stearns; Commissioner of Land, M. S. Newell; AttorneyGeneral, Moses Taggart; Superintendent of Public Instruction, HerschelGlass;
Member of the State Board of Education^.
James M. Ballou.
The following platform was adopted:
The Republicans of Michigan, in State convention aasembled,declare ahew their devotion
to the principles and organizationof the National Republican Convention upon questlona
of national policy,and pledge their utmost
effortsfor the suooess of ita principles and candidates. [Here followed the platform
adopted
the National Republican
Conventionat Chicago.} The Republican
party recognizes the teed of more efficient lawa
to protect the rights of the laboringmen of the
State in obtaining just reword for their labors, and it therefore promises that It will favor
the enactment of such lien laws and other measures as will carefully guard andpromotethe Interests of the laboring men. The Republican
party pledges Itselfto resistthe practice of Importinginto the State convict and contract laborers of other States,Territories,or countries
to lie employed in competitionwith the laboring
men of this State. The Republican party always recognizesthat the unrestrainedmanufacture and sale of Intoxicating liquors are productive of evils of the greatest magnitude, and
that it is the duty of the law-makingpower to
adopt from time to time such measures as are
found most practicable and efficientfor the restraint and removal of such evils; and it now
reaffirms that it« policy will be in the future to
accomplishthe same great result by enactments
of such laws as experience will show to be best
adapted for the purpose. Wo Invite in this
work the aid and co-operation of all who recognize the existenceof such evils, whatever be
their lespectlve views upon the wisdom of particularmeasures,to the end that the best meth
ods be found and the greatest good accomplished. The people are the sovereignsand
sources of Bute power and authority,and
when any considerable portion of them
demand an amendment to the organic law
of the State in regard to any general pol"
icy thereof, it becomes the duty of the legislative
body to grant the people an opportunityfor an
expression upon such subject m a ccnstitntional
manner. For thirty years tho Republicanparty
for Foreign Missions report that for eleven crops is estimated at $10,00(1,000.
has administered the affairsof the State with
such wisdom, Integrity,economy, and efficiency
months of the current financial year receipts
as to insure prosperity at home and honor and
How an Irishman Taffled Dumas.
credit abroao. It has fostered and promoted
have comparativelydropped off $26,000,
As O’Donovan was taking his leave educational and charitable institutions. It has
and that $100,000 will be necessary to make
for the integrity of the nation and the libcomplimentedhim on his stood
the fund equal to last year’s donations.....
erty of the Individual.It has developedall tbe
Captain, crew, and passengers of the steam- French, saying that he spoke the lan- great resources and Industries of the State. The
history of ita administration
of the State in the
er Silksworth, now in port at Montreal, as- guage well for an Irishman. “We are
past Is Its best pledge and promise for conduct
sert with great positiveness that they ob- not all uncivilized there, master,” said
in the future.
served a sea-serpentnear Point Gaspe, near O’Donovan, “and I am proud to meet
Missonri Democrats. ~
the month of the St. Lawrence.The mon- you and to tell yon how much you are
ster rose frequently twenty feet ont of the
ExGov.
Charles H. Hardin presided
prized in my country. It is years since
water. It appeared to be about four feet
over the MissonriDemocratic Convention,
I made the acquaintance of one of yonr
in diameter; its head was' shaped like that
at Jefferson City. The following platform
family there. I became very intimate
of a conger eel, and its body like a shark.
was adopted by the convention without diswith him, and I am indebted" to him for cussion:
Lieut. Powell, an officer of the Signal
many hours of delightful enjoyment.” 1. That the Democratic party of MissouriInService, who was present at the Greely re“One of my family? This is astonish- dorses tbe declaration of principles made by the
ception at Portsmouthand also at the ing. I never heard of any of them who Democraticconventionrecently held in Chicago,
and pledges its earnest support to Grover Clevefuneral of the dead at New York, and who went to Ireland. There must be some land and Thomas A. Hendricks, the nominees
talked with all the survivors of the Greely mistake.” “No mistake, I assure yon. of that conventionfor President and Vice President of the United States.
expedition, said, in an interview at WashHe is well known there and a great fa2. We indorse the action of our United States
ington the other day: There is no doubt of
vorite.” “Yon have set my curiosity on Senators and members of the House of Reprecannibalism. There was no chance either of
sentatives In the Forty-eighthCongress.
fire. Name him, prav.” “The Count
a We indorse the economical administration
keeping the fact secret; too many men knew
of
Monte
Oris
to?”
The
prince
of
novof affairs by oar present SUte Government in
it. It was only hoped that it could be kept
all Its branches, and point with pride to the
quiet until Greely made an official report, elists bounded off his seat, caught record of the Democraiio party of Missonri in
when matters were more quiet and the pub- O’Donovan in his arms, hugged him to the administrationo( onr State Government;
lie could reason better regarding the exigenhis broad breast, and kissed him on that in every portion of Missouritho laws have
been faithfully administeredand ail persons are
cies of the case, and there is no donbt of both cheeks. Then, holding him back
alike protected in person and property ; that the
Greelv’s honesty when he says if there was from him, he looked at him with eyes people enjoy peace, order, prosiwrity,and
cannibalismhe did not know it. When blazing with triumph and gladness,and plenty,while honesty and economy have obtained in every department of the SUte Govthese men were rescued they were not
exclaimed: “Yon are right, my child; ernment since it passed into the hands of the
responsible beings. They had undoubtedly
the Irish are not uncivilized;they have Democraticparty.
subsisted on hnman flesh for some time.
4. That the Democracy congratulates
the people of tbe SUte on the reductionof our State
Lieut. Colwell, who was the first man to wit. They are worthv to be French.
reach the tent, told
that when I was never paid a higher compliment debt about $10,000, 000, or nearly one- half; in
the enlargement of the public school fffyid,and
they met Long, who came part way to in my life.”— Tmslei/’s Magazine.
in the material redaction of the rate of taxathem,
completely
tion, and pledgesItself to the same strict econA Hungarian woman carries off tbe omy in future.
played out. When asked how many
6. The Democratic party, which originated
were living he gaspingly replied, “Seven. championshipof the mneh-married of
the public school system in Missonri,stands
“Where are thev?” asked Colwell. “Over her sex. Mrs. Amalia Probald (omin- pledged to maintain popular educationin the
there,”he said mintly, pointing to the hill. ous name that, its literal name being State.
6. That the Democracy is the especial chamOf course they hurried over the hill and “tiy it”), of Sanct Job, has just been
pion of the people: reiteratesits intense hosfound the tent. It was closed,and either united in wedlock to her eighth hus- tility to the monopoilstiotendency of the times,
Chief-EngineerLowe or Norman cut it.
and declares its purpose of battlingfor the
band.
masses in their struggle for supremacy.
Colwell stuck his head in and Greely, who
Candidates for State offices were nomiwas bnt the semblance of a man, raised
THE
MARKET.
nated os follows:
himself on his hands and knees and
Governor, John S. Marmaduke; Lieutenant
gazed in a perfectly dazed manner. ColNEW YORK.
Governor,A. P. Morehouse; SecreUryofSUte,
Beeves
..........................
*
<5.50
<9
7.80
well didn't know him, and asked him
MichaelK. McGrath; Treasurer, James M. Bie........................5.50 @6.50
three times
was, bnt he HOOS......
bert; Auditor, John Walker; Register of Lands.
Flour— Extra ................... 4.50 @6.00
couldn’t reply. Brainerd then said: “It’s Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........... 84 @ .85?4 Robert McCullough.
No. 2Ked ...............90 @ .92
Capt. Greeley.” Colwell then gave them all
Georgia Democrats
61 @ .68
a small amount of ptarmigan. He was Corno-No. 2 ......................
Oats— White ...................... 40 & .4fi
The
Georgia DemocraticConventionmet
afraid of giving them too much, and sent Pork— New Mesa ................17.75 @18.25
at Atlanta to nominatea State ticket The
for the snrgeon to come ashore. The men
CHICAGO.
administrationof Gov. H. D. McDaniel
then began to enrse him for not giving them BUVES— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75 @7.25
was indorsed by a renomination. The
Good
Stupping ......... 6.00 @ 0.50
food. Greeley said piteously: “I think
Common to Fair ....... 4.80 @ 5.50
ticket was completed as follows:
after all I’ve been through you might give Hons ............
c.OO & 6.60
Secretory of State, N. C. Barnett;Comptroller,
me somethingto eat."
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 5.00 @5.80
W. A. Wright; Treasurer,R. A Hardman; AtGood to Choice Spring. 4.50 @ 5.00
torney General, Clifford Anderson.
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............76 @ .77'3
No. 2 Red Winter ....... sa @ .84
.
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Iowa -City liquor-

dealers named Graff and when

Bostal were being prosecutedfor selling
liquor contrary to the prohibitorylaw. Soon
after the attorney for the prosecution,
Hr. Bailey, the constables,and the
agent of the Law-and- Order League

came upon the scene they were set
upon by a mob of about two hundred;
Mr. Bailey was seized; he was stripped of
his clothes,and tar was poured over -him.
At this point some constables interfered
and Bailey made his escape into the Justice's house. The constables were then set
upon and badly beaten. When the news of
the outrage reached Iowa City there was
much excitement and great indignation.
Warrants were sworn out for the arrest
of the ringleadersof the mob....
On a farm near Sycamore.111., Louis Taylor killed Kitty Mitchell and set her clothes

on fire. On being pursued by citizens he
waded into the creek and shot himself dead.
Mrs. Mitchell has lost her reason.

a vessel carrying rags arrives at

any

port it shall be the duty of the importer to
produce positiveevidence that the cargo is
from a non-infected port, and is free from
the germ of disease. The difficulty of producing such evidence virtually prevents the
introduction of rags. .. .John B. Dawson,
a clerk in the Pension Bureau at Washington, died last week. He weighed 438
pounds, and his body had to be placed in a
grape arbor nntil a coffin conld be made.

Obdebs have been

sent from Washing-

ton to many Postmastersin SonthernIllincis to discontinue the use of the patent

revolvingwheel at the general- delivery
window, as it violates the law by making a
public exposure *f letters.
It is stated that the Congressionalcom-

mittee which has been investigatingthe
charges against the management of the Sol-

Home at Milwankee has come to the
Democratic State Convention of conclnsionthat there is no truth in them,
and will report accordingly.
Georgia met at Atlanta and made the foldiers'

The

lowing nominations: Governor, H. D.

£
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Dumas

Michigan placed James O'Donnell
in the field ____ The State Executive Committee of the Indiana Prohibitionistsdecided to put on electoral ticket in the field.

|

me

meet

he was

Butler, State Treasurer; William
Minor 8. Newell,
Commissioner of State Land Office; Moses
Taggart, Attorney General; Herschel Gass,
Superintendent
Public Instruction; The Hon. W. E. Fuller has been nomJames
Ballou, member of the inated for Congress by the Republicansof
State Board
Education ...... The
Democratic State Convention of the Fourth Iowa District ...... Maj. Conger,
Missouri, in session at JeffersonCity, of Dallas County, was nominated for Conmade the following nominations: For gress in the Seventh Iowa Districtby the
Governor, J. 8. Marmakuke, of St. Louis; Republicans ____ A. J. Holmes has been refor Auditor, John Walker, the present in- nominatedfor Congress by the Republicans
cumbent; for Register of Lands, Robert of the Tenth Iowa District He beat John
McCullough, present incumbent;for Judge Cligget, Democrat in 1882 by 5,000 votes.
. .Trreston Stevensonwas
nominated for
of Supreme Court, Judge F. Black. . .The
Republican State Central Committee of Congress by the Democrats of the Fifth
Arkansas nominated 'a full State ticket, as New Jersey District
follows: Governor, Thomas Boles; Secre. Indianapolis dispatch: “A decided sentary of State, Paul Graham; Auditor, J. R.
sation has been created in politicalcircles
Berry; Treasurer, S. A. Duke; Land Commissioner, J. A. Barnes; Attorney General, here by the filing of a suit for damages for
Jacob Trieber; Superintendentof Public libel, in which the Hon. James G. Blaine
is plaintiff,and John C. Shoemaker, of the
Instruction,J. B. Ward.
The NorthwesternBase-Ball Leaghe vir- Indianapolis Sentinel,is the defendant On
Aug. 8 the Sentinelcopied from the ChiThe congress revising the French Contually disbanded at Milwaukee,and a new
cago Times a two-column article, in which
stitution
has rejected amendments abolishorganization, composed of the St. Paul, Mr. Blaine was charged with gross iming
the
Presidency,
that the President be
morality
while
holding
a
chair
in
a
KenMinneapolis, Winona, and Milwaukee clubs,
trict of

C. Stevens, Auditor; Gen.

M.

_

1

Daniel; Secretary of State, N. C. Barnett;
Controller,W. A. Wright: Treasurer, R. A.
Mb. Blaine attended the opening meetHardman; Attorney General, Clifford An- ing of the Maine Republican campaign at
derson. The nominees,with the exception
Lake Maranacook, and made a short
of Hardman, are the present incumbents.
....The Republicans of Michigan, in speech. Among the orators of the occaconvention at Detroit, nominated Gen. sion were Emery A. Storrs of Chicago, Col.
R. A. Alger for Governor and C. Snowden of Philadelphia, Gov. Robie, and
A. Luce for LieutenantGovernor. The CongressmanDingley ____ The Democrats
of the Seventh Illinois District nominated
rest of the ticket stands as follows,the incumbents being renominatedin each case: James S. Eekles, of Princeton, for ConHarry A. Conant, Secretary of State: Ed- gress The Republicansof the Third Dis-

ward H.

I
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Corn-No. .................
50 @ .52
Hanged by Hig Heels.
Oats— Na ....................... 24 @ .26
Rye-No. ........................ 66 @ .57
A dispatch from Cotnlla, Texas, reports
Barley-No. .................... ci @ .63
that “one hundred armed mep surrounded
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 20 @ .21
Fbie Dairy .............18 @ .17
the jail and invited the Sheriffto surrender
was formed. A new schedule was also ar- tucky military institution. Together elected by universal suffrage, abolishing the Cheese — P nil Cream ............. o« @ .10
Green McCnllongh, held on the charge of
Skimmed Flat ..........05 @ .06
ranged ...... The township authorities at with the reprinted story, the Sentinel Senate, and the amendment forbidding
Eoos— Fresh ...................... 13 @ .15
murder.
After going through this little
Clinton, HI., killed fourteen head of in- published an original comment, in princes of former dynasties from residing Potatoes— New, per bu .......... 40 @ .50
formality the vigilantes proceeded tp take
Pork— Mess .....................26.25 @26.75
fected cattle, for which $400 was paid to which the honor of Mrs. Blaine was as- on French soil.
07!4@ .07% the man, and, escorting him to a neighborsailed. Damages were placed by the plainthe owners.
Queen Victoria, through Mr. Glad- LARD ..............................
TOLEDO.
ing tree, left him dangling, heels dowq, at
tiff at $50,000..
. .The Prohibitionists of
Owihg to the diminishedrainfall of this
stone, prorogued the British Parliament Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ so @ .81
the end of a rope. The occasion of the visthe Springfield District of Illinois nomiCorn-No. ....................... 53 @ .54
season the water in the Mississippi River
iting of summary justice upon McCullough
Ang.
14.
Her
Majesty
regrets
that
the
nated George P. Herringtonfor Congress.
OAT8-N0. .....................
25 @ .27
was the murder yesterday evening of
MILWAUKEE.
Is exceptionally low, and the flour-mills The Republicans of the Eleventh Ohio franchise bill did not pass (that is to say,
Wheat— Nb. ..................... 77 @ .78
Charles Bragg, with whom McCullough had
and saw-mills run by water-powerhave Districtput forward Alphonse Hart. The- the Gladstonegovernment regrets it), re- Corn -No. 2 ....................... 55 0 .57
had a previoas altercation,which at the
suffered— the saw-millsmost, because ow- ron P. Keator was nominated by the Re- joices at the renewal of diplomatic relations Oats— No. ......................
31 @ .32
time was thought to be finally settled. Mcing to the lack of water the logs cannot be publicans of the Twelfth Indiana District. between England and Mexico, laments the Barley— No. 2 Spring ............54 @ .86
Cullough, however, only went awav to arm
POBK-Mess .......... ...........15.25 @15.75
floated from the booms to the mills .... The Roger O. Mills and Joseph D. Sayers were failure of the European conference on
Lard ........................... 7.25 @7.75
himself. Subsequentlyreturning, he
entire business portion of Anoka, placed in the field by the Democrats of the Egyptian affaire, and rejoices at the maniST. LOUIS.
songht ont his victim in a gambling-room
Minn., was destroyed
flames. Ninth and Tenth Districts of Texas, re- festationsof loyalty in Ireland, which are Wheat-No. ..................... 81 @ .82
and shot him through and through with a
most microscopic.
Stanley,the explorer, Corn— Mixed .............. ...... .47 @ .48
Washburn t Co., alone lost $200,000. spectively.
Oats— Na ...................... 25 @ .Ml* rifle, killing him instantly.”
Seventy buildings were burned, and the
The Republicans of the Fourth Michigan pronouncesin favor of the Congo country Rye ................................50 @ .62
being declared a free state. He denounces POBK-Mess ......................
total loss is placed at $1,500,000....The
10.00 @19.50
pistrict nominated Julius C. Burrows for
CINCINNATI
Cheyennes are reported to be burning the'1
England's oppositionto the project ____
Eyerf Postofflce Win Signal Cold Wares. Wheat— Na 2 Red ................ 80 @ .811$
grass in the Powder River Valley in Mon- Congress. The Democratic convention in Camille Farcy, a French historian,died at
Corn ............................. 56 @ .58
A Washin^^jpsciajfcftys: “In connectana, and the stockmen are somewhat the Second Maryland District took 1,408 Paris in his fath year.
Oats— Mixed.. .................... 27 @ .28
tion
with tfte farmers' bulletin published
alarmed ____ The Quincy Base Ball Club has ballots and left a selection to the State
Hanlan, the Canadian oarsman, wag PORK-Mess ......................18.25 @18.75
Lard .............
O7J40 .67% jointly by the War and Postoffice DepartCentral Comniittee. C. B. Breckinridge
disbanded.
beaten in the sculling race for the cham’DETROIT.
was renominatedby the Democrats of the
ments, it was decided to-day to exhibit a
FLOUR ..... ..............
5.50 @6.08
Second Arkansas District....The Demo- pionship of the World on the Paramatta Wheat-No 1 White.;............00 0 ,90*6 cold- wire, flag from each postoffleein the
crats of the First North CarolinaDistrict River, near Sydney, NeW South Wales,
Corn -Mixed ....................
54 @ .56
’ 1 »%
United States when a cold wave is approachA flange on the forward trucks of a lo- renominated Thomas G.’ Skinner ____ Mr. by Beach; the Australian champion. Oats— Na 2 Mixed ...... ....... .80 @ .82
ing. The flag will be of white, with a black
Pobk-NOw
Mess
...........
17.75
@18.25
Hanlan was seven lengths behind
square in the center, and will be displayed
comotive, pulling an express passenger Cooper. Chairman of the Pennsylvania
INDIANAPOLIS. "
competitor
the finish-:
State Republican Committee, saja 'that
WHBAT-No. 2 Red, Now ........ > .77 & .78
from prominent tilaoeson tbe postoffioes.
train, broke between Zion and Verona, Ky.,
The
Bavarian
Government,
weary
of
hearSenator Don Cameron is not a candidate for
Corn— Mixed ...................
' ' .«o @ .62
colif
and the engine dashed down a flfteen*foot re-election.
ing complaints from citizens about the 'Oats— Mixed ....................24 @ .16
V- *'1'1
EAST
embankment,dragging with it tile postal,
adulteration of beer, instituted an investiBoston dispatch? “ben. Bullet’s lettefr
baggage, and two express cars, and derail,
gation^ the resnlt being thnt three brewers
18
the news to
of
acceptance, or address to- the people o!f were sent ttf prison and thirty-threewere
ing the whole train. The engineer and fireman Were caught in the debris of the engine tho United NtMes, has beerf practically fined.}
j
Sheep ........ v. .................. 3.76 0 4.MK
tr? tefiJea. to e* * * t
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Garibaldi and Catherine Amelia von

SUCSESTIOXSOFYAlUE.

Neuhof, married lOlh August, 1786."
|o[kitiI
|[t#is.' This Joseph Garibaldi was the confi- An economicaland really delicious
wp(y to flavor a cake which is to have
dential friend of Theodor von Neuhof,
icing over the top is to grate part of
who, after ascendingthe throne of
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN. ^ Corsioa as Theodore I., sent Garibaldi the peel of an orange or lemon over
the oake before putting the icing on.
to his old mother at Toddenhoh, near
It is a good plan to make a little
It is now believedthat no&e of tbe Nnggeberg.There, as now appears, pair of sleeves to draw over the baby’s
germs of an epidemic can cross an the Italian married Theodore’s sister, arms when he is playing on the floor;
ocean with the wind, but that all low and eventuallytook her to Nioe, where a rubber oord may be ran in the top if
care is taken not to have it too tight;
forms of life contained in it mast soon he practiced as a physician.
sleeves made of stockinet draw on and
roach the water and die. The cholera
The Washington monument has now off easily.
must make its sea voyages by ship.
Gold jewelry may be cleaned andibe
reached a height of 470 feet, and the
customary shift is being made to con- made very bright in this way: Line a

A HORRIBLE STORY.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

fas

Sufibringi of
in the

the Greely Party

Froxen North bnt

—George E. Goodyear, Cashier of the

Flesh of the Dead Eagerly
voured by the Famishing

years, died of consumption of the liver at
the age of 39 years.

Survivors.

Population of Michigan.

,

[New York spool*!.]

counties, the total population of Michigan

Written documents now in possession

.

George.

_

.

•Ixfog

1

,

.

proTedbj thi« extract from the

jg inl^ereie”n“m whemet

A woman never aees a baby without

t

misfortune if he had broken only the
smallest personal engagement
copies of the Bible.

i

:
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1880,

and the

increase or decrease in 1884 compared with

1880. The

table is

complete except for the

counties of Isle Royal and Ontonagon,and
the townshipof Burt in Schoolcraft Connty,

from which the census returns for 1884

have not been received. The totals for
1884 are the results of the first count of the

population as shown by the schedules returned, to the office of the Secretary of the

census enumerators, and are

subject to

still

/•Directions.

The

June

population

of
was 1,850,-

1884, of all

1,

the counties named in the table

925. The population in 1880
and Ontonagonwas 2,020.

of Isle Boyal
If there has

been neither increase nor decrease in these
conntiei, the population of the State

June

1884, exclusive of Burt, in Sohoolcraft

1,

County, was 1,853,545, an increase of 216,608

compared with 1880. Tbe township of

Burt was-uot organized until 1882.

counties.

1804.

Alcona. .............
Allcuan ............
Alpena .............
Antrim .............
Arenac .............
Baras* .............
Barry ...........
Bay ................
Benzie ..............
Berrien ............
Branch .............
Calhoun ...........
CaiiM.
.......
Charlevoix .........
Chcboytron .........
.

....

1880.

4,033
38.724

3,107
926
37,815
000
8, THO
3,928
6,237 3,652
2,031 1,101

1*2,717

8,700
4,031
3,040
34,217

...

1,804

4,304
37,814
27.678
41,636
21,368

...

1,236

26,317
1,100
33,160j10,116
8,433 961
•86,785 1,029
203
27,041' .......
38,4621 3,074

SUM

2*2,009

Mos

6,115 4,103
6,524 8,449
6,248 8,124
4,187 1,309

0,973
Chippewa ......
8,372
Clare ...............
6,406
Clinton ............ 27,165
Crawford .......... 2,800
Delta. ..............
0,007
Eaton .............. 81,029;
Emmet ............ 7,046
Genesee. ........... 38, W5
Gladwin ........... 1,6301
Grand Traverae.... 12,111!
Gratiot ............ 26,000;
Hillsdale........... 31,096
Houghton .......... 26,151;
Huron .............. 24,56li
Ingham ............ 34.960,
Ionia. .............. 32,663;
Iosco ............... 10,622,
Isabella ............ 16,077
Jackson. ........... 45,350
Keweenaw ......... 4,677!
Kalamazoo ......... 36,447
Kalkaska..........
4,490
Kent ......... .....
84,76#
Lake.......:v ......
7,674
Lapeer ............. 30,118
Leelanaw .......... 7,180
Lenawee ........... 49,324
Llvlmr*un ........ 21.678
....

28,100!.......

1,169 1,231
0,812 3,188
31,2281 704
6,639 1,806
39,220

I,127! 412
8,422 8, OHO
21,986! 8,164
:52,723

...... .

11471} 3.678
20,089 4,462
33.676 1,284
33,872 .......

6,873; 3,749
12,159, 3,91H
4*2,031 ! 3,328
4,270: 407
34,842 1,108
1999 1,662
73,213 11,612
3.233 4,341
30,188
6,253
48,348
22,261
Mackinac ...........
6,lf.:t
2,902
Macomb ............ 31,330 31,627
Manistee...
10, wo
12,802
Manltou...., .......
873
1,834••••••*
31,870
Marquette .........
25,394 5,076
Mason ..........
13,431
10,065 8,866
Mecosta. ..........
30,632 13,073 0.669
Menominee ........ 19,129 II,987 7,142I
6,893 1.H91
Midland ............ 8,784
Missaukee.......
3,389
1,553 1,836
Mompe ............ 33,844 33,624
Montcalm ........ .
36,423 33,148 "2^275
Montmorency......
846
846
Muskegon ......
87,681 26,686 11,096
Newaygo ........... 10,066 14,688 4,367
Oakland. ........... 41,167 41,637
Oceana ............. 14,667 11,609
Ogemaw.,..
• 3,641
1,914 1,727
Osceola ............ 13.082 10,777 3,212
Oscoda ............ 1,876
467
909'
Otsego ....... .....
3,007
1,974
1,938
Ottawa ........ ;...
36,308 33,126 8,182
Presque Isle ....... ' 4,067 / *118
064
Roscommon. ......
2, Old
1,459 1,161
Baglnaw ....... ..... 75.813 69,096 16,718
Bsnllac. ............ 20,023
26.341 3,282
Sohoolcraft .......
8,616
1,678 1,941
Shiawassee ........ 28,098 27,050 1.030
St. Clair ........... 46.813 46,107
616
St Joseph ......... '26,3W 26,626
Tuscola ............ 29.935 26,738
Van Bnren .........
30,446 80,807
Washtenaw ......... 41,704 41.848
Wayne.' ........... . 189,848 160,414
Wexford ........... 10,638
•,641 8,903
j

.

...

..

...

Totals..

.

t

»

and

in each of the years 1884

the Navy Department at Washington add

-

.

by

In the following table is presented,

_

•*.

obli-

Hastings National Bank for the past fifteen

Two cuowns, which are supposed to
small tin cap with soft paper, fill with to the record of miserablehuman sufferhave belonged to French sovereigns, tinue the struoturetwenty feet higher, niee suds, put the jewelry in (one piece
ing, already publishedin connection with
h&ve been unearthed in a pawnshop at at which point another and last change at a time, of course,) shake it about
the finding of the Greely relief expedition,
Paris. One is of the Charles X. period; will be made, as only five courses will well, rinse with clear water, and dry
the most shocking stories of inhumanity
with a piece of chamois skin.
the other is so battered and disfigured remain to raise the structure 500 feet.
and cannibalism.All the facts have been
The seine twiufe that now comes in in the possessionof Secretary Chandler
as to be very difficult of identification, From this point fhe> pyramidal roof,
varied colors may be used to good ad- for nearly three weeks, but so closelyhave
fifty-five
feet
high
will
begin.
All
the
but it is thought that it may have been
vantage in making stand covers and they been guarded, and so strictlyhave
pledged by the thieves who robl>ed the stones which have t>een laid so far, have tidies. A pink tidy with a black velvet the naval officers and sailors maintained
Cathedral of St. Denis some time ago. a smooth finish on the inside, but the ribbon run through the open spaces is the silence imposed on them, that not even
stones of the next course will jut a pretty. The ends of the black velvet an inkling of the true and horriaffairs has yet
Those were very old cigars which little on the inside, and the next ones a should be pointed, and a ball of pink ble conditiou
reached the public ear. The sufferings
were given the other day to the Spanish little further on, and so on, these cor- and blaok put on each point.
and privationsof the men in their hut durConsul at Portland,Maine. They were bels forming the support for the interHandsome stockings, which are made um the long bitter winter of 1884 have not
a lot of 2,000 sent to his predet^essor ior arch which will be the base of the of “many colors," like Joseph’s coat, half been told. It has been publishedthat
may be dried without streaks or * stains after game gave out early in February they
thirty-eight years ago, but which failed pyramidal roof. It is expected that
if you take the trouble to have pieces lived principallyon seal skins, lichens and
to come into his hands before he was the monument will reach a height of
of boards cut out the exact shape and shrimps. As a matter of fact they were
transferredfrom his post. After being 500 feet io less than two months time. size of the stockings;thin boards will kept alive on human flesh. When the resstored for so long a period, they are Steps will then be taken to commence do. On these draw the damp stockings cuing party discoveredthe survivors,the
first duty was to look to the two men who
atill pronounced to be of excellent the work upon the roof, and, while that and place them behind the stove to dry. were insensible from cold and privation,
Cheap fruit-cake may be made after even to the point of death. One of them, a
flavor.
work itself will not occupy more than
this recipe, and it will be found excel- German, was wild and delirious. *>Oh," he
It ib estmated that 2,500 people were three weeks, the preparations for it
lent : One and a half cups of brown shrieked, as the sailors took hold of him to
damaged physicallyon the “glorious will be so delicate and of such a differ- sugar, two cups of flour, three-quarters lift him tenderly,"don’t let them shoot me,
Fon^tl:.’,If all the eyes, ears, hair, ent charcter from any heretoforemade of a cup of butter, three eggs, three as they did poor Henry. Must I be killed
and eaten, as Henry was? Don’t let them
fragments of skin, nails, fingers, and that it will be some time before the tablespoonfuh of sour milk, half a tea- do it. Don’t do it.’’
spoonful
of
soda,
half
a
oup
of
fruiteven lives that have been sacrificed laying of stone is begun. By the 1st
The sailors were horrified,but at once
jam— blackberry preferred-onecup of reportedthe man’s words to Commander
during the past century in celebrating of November it is confidently expected
raisins chopped fine.
Scnlev, when the horrible reality was
our National Independence had been in that the structure will be under cover,
There is no design more graceful for brought oat before an investigating comcondition to serve under the immortal and practically completed. There growing ferns or vines in the drawing- mittee. Commander Schley instructed two
George, the whole Kevolution might will be some finishing touches to be room than an easel of bamboo, so slited or three gentlemen,among whofn was Dr.
made, perhaps, but these can wait until at short distances that little pans may Ames, the surgeon of the Bear, to make a
have been settled at Bunker Hill
next year if necessary.
be inserted into the hollow wood. careful examination and put their conclusions in writing. This wus done, and the
These can be filled with soil and
It ua8 been estimated that Holyoke,
are^now in the hands of the Navy
Owing to an ancient and well-estab- planted with fancifulgrowth, mosses, reports
Department.
Massachusetts, alone turns out 177 tons
lished regard for the sanctity of certain ferns, or vines, which will grow until
Lieut. Greely was decidedlyaverse to
of paper a day, a large proportion of
burial rights that have been in vogue the bamboo is covered and perchance havinffthe bodies of the buried dead diswhich is fine, plain and tinted writing
among the Chinese in their native land the picture on the eaael charmingly turbed, but the bodies were dug frodi their
paper. There are more than $5,000,graves. Most of the blanketscontaihed
draped.
ever since the days of Confucius, the
000 investedin the manufacture, and it
Inexpensive but pleasing lavender nothing bnt heaps of white bones, many of
remains of a wealthy Mongolian gamthem picked clean. By inquiries Comgives employment to between 4,000 and
water is made by mixing the following
oler of Portland, Oregon, who died the ingredients together : Three ounces of mander Schley discovered many of the sev5,000 people. With these substantial
enteen men, who are said to have perother day, will not be embalmed for the essence of bergamot, six drachms of ished from starvation,had been eaten by
figures before us we may say let the
shipment across the ocean. The state- the tincture of musk, one drachm of their famishing comrades. . It was the
amateur poet go on. He is not living
ment that the body would be so pre- the oil of cloves, four drachms of the one last resort. It is reported that the only
altogether in vain when he scribbles
the English oil of lavender, twelve men who escaped the knife were three or
served was the result of a misunderhis effusion on pink-tintedand scented
ounces of rose water, and seven and four who died of scurvy. The amputated
standing. Before his death the gambler
note paper.
one-half pints of alcohol. Of course, a limbs of the men who afterwardperished
expressly instructed some American smaller quantity can be made if desired were eagerly devoured as food. Whether
the four bodies that were swept out to sea
The New York State oleomargarine friends that it was his last wish that his preservingthe same proportions.
and never recovered would have added furmen, who tried to steal a march upon bones should be returned to his native
A beautiful tidy for the back of a ther evidence to this story of horrible
the butter dealers by bringing a friend- land. Now, of coarse, the American large chair is made of a square piece cannibalism cannot be learned now,
ly suit against themselves in order to idea of preserving corpses for a long of doth about ten inches each way; on though the papers in the possessionof
the Navy Department give all the particulars
test the legality of selling bogus butter, shipment is by embalming, but it is not this is sewed patch-work of plush and
velvet in the form of a spread fan. as told by the survivors.
find thpV they have made a mistake. the Chinese idea by a great deal, and
Charles B. Henry’s death was particuThe corners of the block are of black
The new law absolutely prohibit the sale nothing could be a more sacriligious velvet and on tbe top drooping over larly tragic. Driven to despair by his
frightful hunger, Henry saw an opportunity
and manufacture of oleomargarine.P. blow at their holiest traditions. Tho the fan, is a spray from a moss rose
to steal a little more than his share of raH. McGuire, of Brooklyn, has been correct style, according to Confucius,is bush, in ribbon embroidery. The edge tions, and he made the attempt. He was
fined $100 and sentenced to six months’ to bury the body as usual with' ail the is finished with lace. The design is found out and shot for his crime. In the
imprisonment,and now the higher attendant rites and as much magnifi- pretty for a block in a quilt or sofa published official report, the death of this
pillow.
man is set down *ss having occurred on
court will have a chance to pass its cence as the estate left by the deceased
June 6. When the body was found his
A pretty heading for a lace curtain,
judgment in the
hands and face, though shrunken,were inwill warrant, including a sumptuous
which is so simple as to hardly deserve
banquet supposed to be for the regale- to be called a lambrequin, is made of tact and recognizable, bnt nearly everyPkof. Virchow, the celebrated anatowhere else tho skin had been stripped from
ment of departed spirits,but in reality handsome goods used to cover furniture him, and the flesh picked from the bones.
mist, has written to the Berlin newspato be devoured by tramps. After a cer- with. It may be of any width to suit Even his heart and lungs were eaten by his
pers to express his opinion, come to aftain length of time the grave will be your taste. The edges should be cut comrades. The body was in this condition
ter careful scientific investigationof
when it was Interred last Saturday. The
opened, the bones scraped and neatly in points, and each point and notch letter his friend,Mr. Robert 8. Qberfelder.
the subject, that the danger arising
between the points should have a small
packed in a box, and then shipped to
tassel These may be of silk, or they of Sidney, Neb., is daily looking for, will
from trichiniasisin German pork is “inChina for reinterment. Just such dis- are very tasteful made of crewel, and probably never come to light.
finitely greater” than the peril of an
posal will be made of the remains of then picked out with a needle, so that
epidemic from American-bred pigs, and
EARTHQUAKES.
they are soft and fluffy.
the gambler about mentioned.
that, to be consistent, the Imperial GovHere is a very simple recipe for a Incidents of the Recent 8liake-npin the
ernment, which has forbidden the imThe New York Cremation Company
China cement, which rarely fails, and
East.
portationof all sorts of pig-fleshfrom now numbers 150 members, and will
as it can be home-made is inexpensive:
[New York telegram.]
the United States, ought not to allow soon commence the ereotion of a large Mix a little lime or calcinedplaster of
On Sunday during the funeral of Lewis
the rearing of any swine at all in Ger- retort for the disposal of bodies in E-st Paris with the white of one egg. To Ingler, Jr., the young man who committed
many. ’
, - [_
.
Williamsburgh, on a height over-look- use it, take a sufficientquantity of the suicide at Amity ville, L. L, an extraordiegg to mend one article at a time;
ing New York Harbor. There is no
nary scene occurred. As the ministerwas
, It is a pretty cold season when the
shave off a quantity of the lime and
doubt but what cremation is growing in
California Indians get left on a crop of
mix thoroughly ; apply quickly to the abontto kneel in prayer the shock of the
earthauake shook the house. A large mirsome sort ' When the grasshopper popular favor. It is realized that the edges and place firmly together, when ror, which reached from the ceiling to the
comes and gobbles up the grain crop, destruction of the body in ordinary the parts will very soon adhere and floor, was cracked in two from the top to
the cup or plate become as strong as the bottom, and the walls of the room were
they proceed to harvest the grasshop- burial is really a process akin to burnever.
cracked in two places. The flowers
ing.
It
is a slow wasting away under
per. Their plan is to make what is
Very
few, even well educated persons,, were shaken from the coffin and
the
most
repulsive
conditions.
It
is
called a “drive,” surrounding a flock of
realize how much danger to health the silver handles 1 on the sides of
’hoppers and drive them into a pond horrible to think of the putrefaction
the casket rattled. The minister and several
there is in impure ice. An idea prewhere they are drowned. They are and worms which destroy even the most vails that water, when frozen becomes of the monrnersfainted. When the shock
was first felt nearly everyone in the parlors
then taken out in basketfuls, spread beautiful of human forms. Mr. Cas- pure, no matter how impure it was remained motionless.Then there was a
out to dry, their wings rubbed off and well, of the New York Cremation So- before. But this repeated experiments stampedeto get outside, and one lady jumpthen stored away for winter use as food. ciety, thus describes incineration.It have shown to be a mistake. Water ed through an open window and sprained
her leg so that she had to be carried to her
The ’hoppers are very numerous in is an attractive picture. “As the door polluted by organic matter may lose home. The women who fainted were carsomething
of
its
impurity
during
the
Lincoln and Boseville Counties this of the retort is opened the inrushing
process of freezing, but it is very little ried outside to the open air. The minister
year and the Indians are now engaged air cools it from white to red heat and indeed and much of the malarial sick- was unable to go on with the service, and
the mourners and others remained outside
the whole interior is filled with a beauin harvesting them.
ness might he traced to the existence
while the pall-bearersre-entered the house
tiful rosy light that is fascinating to the of disease germs in ice water.
and carriedthe coffin ont to the hearse. A
Mr. Alexander George, living near eye. The body, clad as for burial, is
Dainty and delicatelyperfumed sta- broom -handle can be laid into the cracks
>orth East, Md., carries the watch laid in a crib, which is covered with a
tionery is a little luxury very grateful in the wall
The earthonake cansed the brick chimowned and worn by Alexander Hamil- clean white sheet soaked in alum. The to most girls, some of whom may find
neys of two houses to fall at East Norwich.
ton who figured among the foremost in crib is then put into the retort The it difficult to procure, or may wish to
The PresbyterianSunday school at Jathe early history Of the country, and sheet retains its original position and scent their note paper witli the one per- maica had its walls serriedby cracks, one to
was killed in a duel with Aaron Burr conceals the form until nothing but the lume which they particularly affect. two inches in width, extending from its
To do this, sprinkle a quire of blotting roof to its foundation.A colored campin 1804. The watch is au open-faced bones are left, and these gently crumpaper with any perfume preferred,and meeting in Fleetwoodwas broken up by the
gold one, very flat, and bears the in- ble into dust, as under the mystic touch
jdace under a weight to dry. When shock, and all in attendance being on their
scription, “Godemars, No. 2,270." of an invisible agent The process perfectly dry, the note paper may be knees at the time, jumped up shouting, and
This is all that is upon the watch to might be called the etherialization of placed between the sheets of perfumed ran from the woods to their homes,
Mrs. Charles Scheler, of Plainfield, N. J.,
•designateits make. It is supposed, the body. There is nothing repulsive paper, and under a weight for several
was
so affectedby the earthquake that she
hours. They will retain the odor for a
however, to be of French manufacture. which need shock the most refined
died in a few hours.
Long time if kept in the air.
The hands are of gold, and still point tastes or ofiend the most delicate sensithe time accurately. Mr. George is a bilities. This process, I think, is betCHIPS.
Rich Men’s Recipes.
lineal descendant of the great states- ter than burial in a grave.with its conComodore Vanderbilt’* recipe for
Fleetwood, Pa., claims a bull-frog
man on his mother’s side, and is named comitant horrors." In the crematory making millions with certainty and
measuring eighteeninches from note to
fot his grandfather, Alexander Kamil-- about to be erected in East Williams- celerity was never to sign a note; Will- stem.
iam E. Dodge would not hold any pecudon
, ,
It is Said that one-quarter of the visitors
burgh, there is to be a chapel for relig- niary interests in an enterprise that
I
____
to Saratogaare made ill by too much minions services, and a Memorial Hall to was at all active on Sunday, and he
A book about Garibaldi, just puberal water.' ;
i <
contain the vases with the ashes of the firmly believedthat all his wealth was
lished in Germany, shows that the great
« Pbop. Greiner, the colored graduate of
observing
dead. There is to be no willow or other a reward for conscientiously
Harvard, threatens to write a novel, baaed
Italian liberator had German blood in
the Sabbath day; tbe first John Jacob on race distinetions.
mournful trees or shrubs; all is to be
•hit reins. . His grandmother on .the
Astor’s voudoo charm lay in investing
Florence Nightingale is 64, and is
bright and joyois.
father’s side was a German, the fact

pase.

and shoe jobber

Kefller, a boot

suspendedpayment on
gations to the amount of $18,000.

Half Told.

of

\

—James

of Detroit,has

.t,850.025

1,634,817

216,2288,620

_

*Aa publishedin compendium of the Tentli
United SUte* Census, but 1,280 greater than the
footing of townahip and city totals.— Causing

liepublican.

Health In Michigan.
Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lansing,
by observers of diseases in differentparts of the
State show the principal disease* which caused
most sickness in Michiganduring the week
ending Ang. 0, 1884, as follows. Number of observers heard from, 66:

3!

I

Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

h
1

Diarrhea .....

2

Rheumatism.

j

Intermittent fever ........

^Neuralgia...... ..........
6> Choleramorbus ...........
.

Bronchitis................
Consumption of lungs...
Cholera infantum ........
9 Dysenlery..., ............
10 Bemlttent fever.. ........
6
7

;

8,

Erysipelas^..,........
moniffitia .......... ......
U Inflammationof bowels.
14llnflam mation of kidneys.
11

..

.

.

15'Tvpiio-inal*ri*lfever. ...
1C Influenza .........
......
17|Whooi^ng cough .........
.

..

Pneumonia ........ ......
Typhoid fever (enteria)...
20| Inflammationof brain....
18

;

19

IPuerperal fever ......... ..
Measles ...................
23 Diphtheria.... ....... ,....
24 Scarlet fever. .............
25' Cerebrospinal meningitis
2C Membraneouscroup. ,
21

22

.

creased, and consumption decreased lb area of
prevalence.
At the State capital tbe prevailingwlnda

relative humidity more, the absolute humidity
and night ozone, less, and the day ozone the

im

-:'-^ip
Notice.

Saturday, August
For

Notice U hereby given that after this
date I will net be respemible for any
debts, contracted by my wife, Mary Oxner, and all parties deing so must look te
her fer
Joseph Oxner,
Holland, Aug. 20, 1884.

1884.

23,

payment

Holland City Newt.

(he

la your issue of the 9th iait.r

my name

Peter Steketre & Co., have

SUMMER HAS COME!
—

a Democrat in political principle and feel-

Proposed Improvement of
Tenth Street Special
Street Assessment
District.

ing, but have never been willing to hold

membership in a purely party dub, nor
am I now, however, at the present time,
on moral grounds,I have determined to
long as our officials,both high, and low,

much support to the liquor interests, and make so little effort to enforce
give so

law and order against saloons, and the

loon vices of society,I see nA remedy to
land must either cast off the dominion of

rum

power, or sink very low in the

scale of nations. As

a

Christian Ameri-

can, I cannot hesitateas to the path of

duty and patriotism.And I

many

trust, that

friends, of both political parties,

will ponder upon this subject and roach a
similar conclusion.

Hem:
Mr. Editor:— Will you please be so
kind as to give a place to the following
For the HollandVUy

lines of

William Cowper, in the columns

of your

paper?

te such a

we need to

remonstrance,whilst

we

f

Blank Books.

Straw Hats of

all Descriptions

is

CIGARS,

!

And Foreign and Domestic

Navy Clipping*

Lorillard’s

take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
whereverintrodneed.

Onr handsome Ice Oream Parlors are being re
will be, when completed, the most magj
nificentof any In the city.

& Glassware. fitted and

Crockery, Stone

others.

Ceol and refreshing Soda Water drawn from
finest equipped fountain in the city can be
talned at my atore.

GOODS

DIRjY

fabrics.
the Detroit Post

.

GIVE

PLUG TOBACCO!

FREE!

listen

are in

TAKEN

Examination

County.

1884.

)

the

oh-

\
‘

2WTB A. OAXaTj.

—

A. F.

Holland, Mich., May

8LOOTER,

1884.

15,

IMm

ATTENTION /

FRESH GROCERIES

/m*

Fruits.

A large variety of

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

^RELIABLE

Cdables Scott.

I think

ft, 1884.

—

also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none. •

Read

the country, save in Prohibition. Our fair

the

Is

and

Out To-

bacco

MANAGEMENT!

sa-

—

any deleteriousingredients,as is the case with

Lorillard’a Rom Leaf Fine

Stationery,
!

hereby given that the ComLorillard’a Famous Snoffs H
mon Council of the City of Holland have
been need for over 194 yearn, and are aold to
caused to be made and deposited with the ahave
Also a very large and assorted stock of
largerextent than ano
27-ly
City Clerk for public examination,plans,
diagrams, and estimates for the proposed
UNDER NEW
graveling of that part of Tenth street
Which we intend to keep as completeas poa
lying between the west line of the right of
alhle embracing all the the latest and best made
way of the Chicago and Michigan Lake
Shore Railroad and Maple street, in the
City of Holland,which part of said street
We have In stock constantly\
has been designated by the Common The best Newspaper in Michigan,
Council as Tenth Street Special Street
Daily $7
$7 ner Tear; 60 cents per month.
Assessment District
Weekly-One Dollar per year.
1st. That a strip 24 feet wide through
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
the centre ef that part of Tenth street,
lying between the west line of the right of
way .of the Chicago and Michigan Lake
Shore Railroad and the centre of Maple
We are agents for the Celebrated “Dnck” Brand
street, in the City of Holland, designated
of Plug Tobacco. Every enstomor buying this toSELF-CURE.
bacco
has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
by the Common Council of said City as
Tenth Street Special Street Assessment
District,be graveled to an average thickDECORATED AND PLAIN FLOWER POTS.
ness of 9 inches, so spread that the same
will be 12 inches in the centre, and 6
^Address DB. WARD A CO., Louisiana, Mo.
inches on the sides, of the hind used on
FARMERS’ PRODUCE
IN
Ninth street, or of a kind equal thereto, in
EXCHANGE.
of Teachers.
accordancewith the prayer of the petition
Office of the Sec. of Board of School Examof K. Schaddeleo and others and in conC. STEKETEE & BOS.
iners.ofOttawa
L
Holland. May 22,
36-ly
formity with the estimate ef the expense
Nunlca. Mich.. July
1884.
The Board of School Examiner*of Ottawa
thereof as reported by the City Surveyor
The Great Events of History In One Volume.
and now on file in the office of the City County purpose meeting as follows for the examNotice

support the Prohibition candidates;for so

or

DEALER IN
Confectionery,

Dress Goods

many other tobaccoa.

City of Holland, )
Clerk's Office, August

& BOS

have a inll line of

was published as one of the Yice-Presi ceived a large quantity of White Granite
dents of the Cleveland and Hendricks' Crockery. Call and see It.
With Red Tin Ta*. la the beat? la the pnreit;Is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
Club. This was done without my know!
edge or consent. True, I have long been

(Successor to L. T. Kantcrs,)

THAT

_ Summer

SLOOTER)

—

KNOW G. STEKETEE

DO YOU

LOBJLLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

just re-

and

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm

Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
danger to lose our American Sabbath with
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
its hallowed associations.
ination of applicants for a teacher’* certificate:
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
Clerk.
“O, Italy!Thy Sabbathawill be Boon
August 6, 1884, at school house, Zeeland; August J.AMOUS decisive
For making contracts or further in27,
at
court
house,
Grand
Haven;
October
a,
high
2nd:
That
all
the
expense
of
graveling
Oar Habbatha, closed with mnm’ry and buffoon.
Of
the
World.
By
OAPT.
KING,
U. 8. A. formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
school
room,
Coopersville;
Oct.
81,
court
house.
Preaching and prank* will share the motley eceno, said part of said Tenth street be defrayet
Grand Haven. Each session is to commenceat 9
HISTORY FROM THE BATTLE FIELD.
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
by a special assessment upon the lots ant o’clock a. m. Candidates are required to pass an
Don, parcelledout, as thine have ever been.
lands lying and abutting on said part o
examinaiionin additionto other branches pre- shows how nations have been made or destroyed or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
God’a worship and the mountebank between.
in a day-how Fame or disaster has tnrned oh a
said street and on the street intersections scribed, in effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants
What says the prophet? Let that day be blest
singlecontest, A Grand Bank for Old or Youngand narcotics on the human system.
accordingto frontage.
save^ time, aids the memory, gives pleasure and
With holiness and consecrated rest.
By order of Board of Examiners.
instruction. Maps and Fine Illustrations.
That said improvement was determined
A. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
Pastimeand business, both It should exclude,
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. Send
upon by the Common Council at their
And bar the door the moment they intrude.
for descriptionand terms. Address:
meeting
of
August
6th, 1884, at which
J. C. McCurdt & Co.. Philadelphia.
Nobly distinguished above all the six.
Is going on in the stock of
meeting it was
By deeds in which the world should never mix.;*
Resolved,That on Tuesday the 26th day
Hear him again. Be calls It a delight,
tf August, 1884, at 7,80 p.m. the Common
A day of luxury observedaright.
Council will meet at their rooms to con has just received a large stock tf the latest
When the glad soul Is made heaven’s welcome
styles of Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s
at tbe store of
aider any objections to said diagrams and
guest,
The North River Street
estimates that may be made.
Sits banqueting and God provides the feast.
By order of the Common Council.
But triflersare engaged and cannot come.
Geo. H. 8ipp, City Clerk.
Their answer to the call is " Not at home.”
2-2.

i

BATTLES

Genuine Cyclone

HEROLD

E.

27-3t

SOOTS & SHOES

Try “Ma^g&reta,”Alfred Wright’s new
Mabrikd.— In Hope Reformed Church perfume. For sale by
on Tuesday, Aug. 19, 1884, by Rev.
Kirimers & Bangs.
Thomas Walker Jones, Pref. John H.
Proposed Improvement of
Klein beksel to Miss Anna S. Van Raalte,

Eleventh Street Special
Street Assessment

all ef this city.

Gkwefc Iteau with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

Subjects: Morning, 4,The

Word

of

Preph-

Sufferingsof

Christ"

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and 7 £0 p. m. Sunday school
it 12

m.

Preaching by Rev. D. Van Pelt,

New York, Long Island. Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
ef East

the choir. All are welcome.

Third Reformed Chnrch— Rev. D.
Break, PasUr. Services at9:80 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thuraday evening at

7

:8ft.

The services will be conducted by Rev.
J. H. Karsten, ef this city.

First Church,
Services at 2:30

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
a.

m., and 2 p.

m.

Sun-

day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
•'The Holy Baptism an institutionof our

Lord

Jesus Christ.” Afternoon, ‘‘What

we have to understand by baptismal regeneration.” Evening,

£
EL*

"Removed from

improving,gradiag and graveling of a
part of Eleventh etreet in said city, towit: from west line of River street to
the center of Maple street.
1st. That that part of Eleventh street
lying between the west side of River street
and the center of Maple street, be graded
the whole width thereof according to
plans, diagrams and estimates to be
adopted bv the Common Council.
2nd. That after said gfade la completed a strip 18 feet wide through the center
ef eaid part of said street be covered with
gravel to the average thickness of nine
Inches, so spread that It will be 12 inches
thick In the center and six inches thick on
the sides, of the kind used on Ninth
street, or of a kind equal thereto.
8rd. That the whole cost of said improvement, grading and graveling be paid
by special assessment upon the lots and
laoda lying and abutting upon said part
of said street and on the street intersections accordingto frontage add that for
the purpose of said special assessment
said part of said street be made and be declared to be a special street assessment
district, for the purposes of special as
sessment, to defray the expense and cost

the heights of heaven to the everlasting

of said grade, at

chains under darkness.

grams, profile and estimates thereof are
adopted by the Common Council.
That said Improvementswere determined upon by the Common Council at
their meeting of August 6, 1884, at which
meeting It was
Resolved,That on Tuesday the 26th day
of August, 1884, at 7:80 p. m. the Commoo Council will meet at their rooms to
consider any objectionsto said profile,
plana and estimates that may be made.
By order of the Common Council.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9^0 a. m.,

2. -00

and

7 p.

m. The

•ervices will be conducted by Rev. J. a.

De Bruyn, pastor.
Church— Rev. T. T.
Pastor. Services at 10^0 a. m.t

Methodist Episcopal
George,

and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening *17:80.
Subjects: Morning, "Self-denial.”Even-

the

time

the

plans, dia-

27-8t

ing, "Hard work and poor pay.”

are the celebrated

B. WYNHOFF,

is stillalive,

and

Is

ready to make yon a goad

OR VEST,

COAT, PANTS,

Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Etc,, in endless variety.

GROVER BAND SEWED
Repairing done 'Neatly

SHOES.

and

at reasonable prices. Come
yairaelf.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

29.

A

!

fall

and complete line of

CROCKERY

and cenvlnce

1884.

White Goods,

Skirts, Hosiery,

or t« clean and renovate yonr old and soiled
garments.

District.

City of Holland, )
Clerk’s office, August ft, 1884. f
Notice Is hereby given that the Com
Steffens,Paster. Services at 1:38 a. m.,
mon Council of tht city of Holland, have
and 8 p.m. Sunday School 8 :8ft. Weekly
caused to be made and deposited with the
prayer meeting with the Third Re- city clerk for public examination,profile,
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. diagrams and eetlmates for the proposed

eey.M Afternoon,•‘The

among which

W. VORST, Dry Goods & Groceries,

4tf

always on hand.

Repairing neatly and promptly

The Encyclopsdia Britannical

done.

[AMERICAN REPRINT.!

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

IN ABOUT 21 MPIBIAL 870 VOLUMES.

CALL AND SEE US
NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
£.

HEROLD

Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

Needle Gas Lamp.

Tbi EhctclopadiaBbitannica,edited by Prof.
Thomaa SpencerBaynee,LL. D.. with the atslstance of the most dUtlnroiahed writera
throughont the English •‘peaking world, !• acall competent Judges to be the
moat tborongh, completeand accurate Encyclopedia now published. The ‘‘AmericanReprint”
containing exactly the same matter,presents It
In a more desirable form. The American supplement will render tbe work more complete on
American subject*, and maintain the atandard
that it reaches on all other*. The universal ver-

knowledged by

dict

pronouncesit

The work of Master Minds,
, A Complete, Cheap, Portable Library,
A Library on every subject of knowledge.
Always ready to answer every question.

kinds of buildings

fin-

ished and completed.

Holland,Jane

done on short notice.

87-8t

Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

Brackets, etc. made and

1888.

STOPPED
FREE
. UmnnUut nxttxs.

rirs
#;wr

There is no work In the English languageof as
high authority on every subject as the Encyclopedia Britannica.* • • * I prefer the “Reprint," on account of its form and its numerous
corrections. P. J. Farsbwobtu. A. M., M. D.
Iowa State University.

_

JOHN

Stairs, Hand Railing,

14,

Prom PROF, DAVID SWING.
408 Superior St., Chicago, March 16, 1888.
J. M. Stoddart A Co.,
Qentlmen:—\1ierlooking Into the matter of the
republished “EncyclopediaBrltanuica,” it seems
to me that my money would best go toward the
^American Reprint,” so yon will please put me
down In your list of subscribers.

From IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY.

Planing and Re-sawing

L.

|M

?

TrMtlM *nd *» *Al bottlefrM I®

to DB.KLINE^jtArch SttpWUdelphli.Fi.
Druggists. BE
Of IMITATING FRAUDS.

HARM

18-ly

man

ATWATER,

km

iMuunm

94 Wabash Avenne, Chicago.

a week at home. 85.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capitalnot required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either se, vonng or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. Hallbtt A Co., Portland Maine.

WYNHOFF.

B.

A Dictionary of Arts. Sciences. History and Genmany thoueandengravings on

for all

them.

Goods delivered free of charge,

era] Literature,with
ateel and wood.

Estimates given

These lamps are a great im»
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and L
see
v?

Secure Healthy
Liref

LIVE!

(action to the

relieve all bllloua trouble*.
twilj VictUUi; Vo Oripfaf. Mm88«. AnSraalltl.

furnished.

We

guarantee that the bherwln- Williams Prepared Paint when properly used
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
The best sal vein the world for Cats,
cover more surface, work better, wear
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever longer and permanently look better,than
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, any other paint, including white lead and
Bucklen’s Arwinu fialva.

Corns, and

all

ly cores Piles,

skin eruptions, and positive-

or no pay required.

oil.

It is

The

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,er

money refunded. Price
For stle by H. Walsh.

25 cents per box.

Broken

I

id

kom

you wish

Riuer Street,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

17-tf.t

YAK DtJREN, W. VAX PER

VKBRB

Holland, May

27,

to

Cily

Meat

tissue of

jk

Dissolution Notice.

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884

Market,

your system Is being braced
gjtotiag.
up and renovated. If to commence at
once a course ef GOLDEN SEAL BITDiamond Dyes In all colon at the Cen- TERS. In one week you will be convaVAN DUBEN l CO., Prop s 1
lescent.In a month yon will be well.
tral Drug Store, only 10 oeota.
Don’t despair because you have a weak
constitution.Fortify the body against
'.;CM
defease by purifying all the fluids with
of thia city to glv* ns fc “call.”
is hereby given that the co-part- GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. No epi
We Intend to keep onr market snpplied with the
exiitiogbetween Con- demic can take bold of a system thus forebeat and choicest meats that^can be procured.
end Jehn Beukemi, under armed. The liver, the itomsch, the bows of Becker A Beukema, was
els, the kidneys, are rendered disease
the 18thd.T°f/aly,lut br proof by this great invigorant. Ruinous
We make
Dt All cltlm, for or tf.loit bills for medical attendance may be
*-«- __ ladA -Lt aA
will he Milled by Cored P.
toms
and can assure onr patrons that the Laid pur
•re recommended from *-*---*
friend to friend chased ef us, is perfectly pare and of fine qaanty.
and the sale Increases dally. We werrant
. G.J. VAN DUBEN A CO.
27-41 a core. Saiddby
by H. V
Walih.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1883.
*-

jfytml

and

JAS.

8. J.
invalide do

and shop on

near the corner of Tenth Street,

Secret of Wealth.

down

HI

Krbxkrs & Bangs.

Office

Millinery

and Fancy Goods.

BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,

HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.

i

Sfe;

•Old*)

ef

_
—

_

Jersey Jackets,

Gossamer Water
sets, tnd

Proofs,

Hoop

Skirts,Bustles, Cor-

Hair Goods.

Infant Cloahe and Clothing a Specialty,
board and canvae,

VAN
eighth street.

DM

Wonted, ard

BERGE,

IPfSIr
-

Next Thursday our system of Water
The Democrats are
Works will be tested.
and their State ticket.

JOTTINGS.

jubilant ever fusion

BAKHB POTDEB TQ-DAI!

TEST TOIIR

Brand* ndrertlud a* abnolutolr pnr«

A slight frost

A heavy rain storm visited
last

6omb of our young men went to
waukee this week on an excursion.

yesterday morning.

Z

Pay

Mil-

as yon go or stop going. Better

not be, than be a deadbeat.

AjypuoirxA.

oogrrjfcxgg
thk

liar

J.

this locality

Tuesday morning.

The Chicago & West Mioh. R’y has deGeo. A. McIntyre, Junior editor of the
two per cent semiannual divi- Hart Aryui, called on us yesterday after-

BOSMAN,

w.

i

Merchant

qolrad to dataotthe prtMQM of ammonia.

Tailor,

clared1 a

Rev. Thomas Walker Jones and fam-

,Cw

ily are visitingfriends in the

_

,
th“

clly.have

this

week.

»

T

_

”

***

bMn

Mrs. M. F. Adair, who

East

f.

;

,

,

.

lost her

arm by

week, is progressing

and dealer in

noon.

ft Geo. H.

eT"7 nlltM raced

the accidentaldischarge of a shot gun
last

dend.

Socter

has

our thanks

Am

fer a

Those who tske the lead io pushing

hu

their business through the newspapers

th.t

oar desk this year.

Ready-Made Clothing,

generally take the lead in everything else.

Ed. J. Harrington has been

awardedi The

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Sixth Annual Fair of the Western

Tenth street and | Michigan Agricultural and Industrial SoKlaas Van Haaften secured the Cedar Iclety will be held in Grand Rapids, Sepstreet
/ tember 22d to 26th inclusive.

the contract of grading

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS. ETC.

contract.

finely.

A large snd very

The Mary Groh, of South Haven, came
A new Holland weekly newspaper will
The Allegan band boys spesk in high
into this port last Sunday with a band of be started in Grand Rapids next week.
terms of the treatment receivedat the
music, and about one hundred excursion- It will be an eight page journal. Mr. hands of the Holland people while in
ists.

Jacob Quintus is editor and proprietor.

their city lut

week.—

us last Wednesday. He
SIR. R. Ranters has gone South to
was <n route to the Democratic State Con- Texas to look alter a few harbor contracts
vention at Grand Rapids.
which he has been asked to bid on. We
nel, called on

Mrs. S. Smith celebrated her 50th
birthday on last week Friday by giving a

hope Mr. Ranters will be successful in
curing a big contract.

quilting party. Her friends presented her

with

number of useful presents.

a

se-

List of letters remaining in the postoffice at

Holland,Mich., August 21, 1884:

at 11 o’clock a.

The

m.

finest cottages at

G. A. R. entertainment.

our citizens who attended as buildings.

The "non-religiousman” is quite a guests the test of the new Holland Water
Michigan crop report, dated August 1,
thorn in the side of the editor ef the Works speak in terms of the highest
1884, give the following Information:
Peck’s Sun of the Hollandish language praise of the treatment they received at
published

wit
same
by

a

in

this city.

by

(?), is regarded
as Socrates

mule:

sarcastic the hands of the Holland authorities. If

his target the the

of the

test

new

works was not

alto-

thought when kicked at gether satisfactorythe receptioncertainly

was

it

His

Returns have been received from 870 cor

beneath his dignity to

wet.— Grand

Harm

Hews- Journal.

The tramps Geo. Brown, Chas. McGin-

^

nis

and Alf. Hutchins who were confined

The Steamer Twi-llght, Messrs. Upham
inonr "lock up" and came near being
& Blink, preprieton, is making daily lynched last week Tuesday night, were retrips between this city and Saugatuckin
leased last Tuesday on account of defects
connection with the boats for Chicago.

Upham

Capt.

Informs us that it is his in-

tention to continue this route the entire

who

season, and all of oar people,

•hould do

all

in thelr.power to help

tain the lino.

dock

The

can,

main-

boat loaves Fix tor’s

at 2 o'clock p. m.,

every day except

Sunday.

October 25,

ia

West

ar-

rested in Fillmore. They were immediate-

ly re-arreated and taken before Justice
Warner of Allegan.
nis

plead guilty to

a

Brown

and McGin-

charge of petit

lar-

ceny and were aeutencedto 65 daya in the
house of correction at Detroit. Hutchins
in the circuit court

on

a

for trial

charge of assault

from 406 townships in the southern conn-

Wheat

and hay have been secured

io excellent condition and are of superior

quality. Wheat seems to be yielding better

than was anticipated, and

it

ago. The

ceed the estimate of one month

wu

amount of wheat in farmers’ hands

train that leaves this station at 1:10 p. m.,

Corn promises,
of counties 89

in

the southern four

and growth of average years. Oats are
estimated to yield about 83 bushels and
barley 24

and one-half bushel per

wu

grove of pine trees. Yesterday the

o
M

HIT HEALTHY BREAD

I

The

republican congressional con

vention meets In

^

31

a

best dry bop vssst In tho

O S'g'.ls it
S.&B--’ 0.j'

world. Bread

raised by this yeast Is light, whits

some

2 -.0

o S'® 8
2 30 O Q-p
£. ® o
2 o *8

sSyeastcems *
Tho

and whole*

8

ChQ
S c g e o

like our orsndaoU»sr*s dsllttoao breed.

89

TK*

GROCERS SELL THEM.
PMMMD PV
,
Price Baking Powder Co.,

III.

lan'm ol Dr. mM'iwclal
Chicago,

So

B P g

FlaTortu Utncti,
St. Louie.

Mo.

m

H. WYKHUYSEN,
——dealer

In-

•
p

Jh 8 u
^15850
_
e
srs s s

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

es

Ladies' and Gants' lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,

better

peaches one-fifth of au average crop.
Crosse, reaches LooiavlUe at 7:80 Michigan on the bank of Macatawa Bay.
From
many localitiesthe estimates for
the next morning^ This affords our citi- The cottage is ©n one of the lots laid out
peaches
are believed to be of but little
zens a splendid opportunity to visit one of by Mr. E. J. Harrington for summer resivalue.
tho principalcities of the Sooth at a re- dences and was built for Mr. D. E. Stearns,
of Grand Rapids. It la every neat and
markable low figure.

a

®T. LOUIS.

H

Illy

acre.

just completed a cottage on the platted been badly injure* by the drouth/ Applu
ground about one mile this side of Lake seem to promise about two-thirds, and

in

-

1884.

2 Po e 5 2

Hop

FOR BALE BY GROCERS.

IICAQO.

about 16

much

Holuxd, Mich., April 88,

Ymt Dim

Tor Light, Ha&lthjrBrood, The Bert Dry
Yeut In the World.

per

cent, the comparison being with vitality

W. BOSMAN,

J.

Dr. Price's Special RayoriiifiEitracts,
ThotfrMf«t.aMt d*IMouu4utaraia.TorkMWB,M4

per cent, and in the coun-

ties north of the southern four tiers 99

per cent less in quantity, but

pretty building and is beautifully located

PRICE BAKING POWDER

Examine our Qoode before purohasIng elsewhere.
CO.,

tiers

ia La

A large and very brilliant assemblai
gathered in Hope Church last Tuesd

THE TEST OF THE OVEI.

reduced about two per cent during July.

Mr. R. E. Werkman, builder and pro- in qqaUtythan in 1888. Meadows snd
Chicago and
prietorof the Phoenix Planing Mill has putures, and clover sewn this year have

or

In a million homM for * qoutor of • Mntory It bas Oar large stock of READY-MADECLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.
food the eonramen’relUbl. tort,

is prob-

able that the aggregate product will ex-

Tbs yield of hay per acre

with latent to murder.

one of the finest ever held

Booth. Tho
West Mich. R'y will aell round trip tickots, good for fifteen daya, for $11. The
in the

papers under which they were

waived examinationaad was held

The Louisville, Ey.t Exposition, which
commenced August 16 and continuesuntil

in the

Six hundred and two of these returns are

ties.

take any notice of either the mule or the

kick.

respondents,representing640 townships.

ME A CALL.

'GIVE
DOES HOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
KimvcuraM RisjSKVKR am oOTtnwwft

Dr. Prloi’s Lupulin

Macatawa Par
W. H. Clark, Charles W. Mensc, Miss
Last Wednesday night at 10 o’clock an
are those of Mr. H. Walsh and Jacob
Eliza Nichols, C. J. Otis, J. J. Koch, 2.
alarm of fire was sounded. It was thought
Kuite. They were built by J. R. Kleyn
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
at first that a practical test of our Water
and are really an ornament to the Park.
Works would be had, but the alarm proved
That
of Mr. Walsh is located on a little
At the last meeting of the Union Club,
to be a false one.
hill midway between the Bay and Lake
the following were chosen as delegates to
Michigan and commands a beautiful vi
Ocr drum corps is getting in shape toVhe State Convention of the Union party
of both bodies of water. 'ArejmeWTHfeyn
to be held at Lansing, August 27, 1884.
make a great deal of noise during
has built the cottagesi^a eood and subceming campaign. We presume their first ’rof. Chas. Scott, Isaac Fairbanks,Esq.,
stantialmanner ana his w)uk is favorably
1. S. Fairbanks, and Mrs. Ann Osborn.
appearance will be on the evening of f
commented on by all guCst^who see the
Those of

i

have jnst been received snd aQ who desire a good
CUSTOM-MADE salt of Clothes will do well to J

Next Thursday a Christian Convention
will be held at Macatawa Park. Rev. I.
P. Stoddard,of Chicago, and Rev. C. C.
Foote, of Detroit, will speak in the
English language. The services will commence

0!

STIITIUO-S

Journal

Parties were in the city this week
The house diagram of the "Libby The schooner C. O. D.f ewned by T.
making arrangements for an excursion Prison" entertainmentwill be open at W. Kirby, of Grand Haven, bound from
from White Pigeon and Kalamazoo to Breyman’s store for securing reserved Escanaba to Fruitpert, was dismuted durMacatawa Park.
seats, commencing next Thursday morn- ing last Monday night’s squall north of
ing.
Muskegon. The damage is $1,000.
Editor Smith, of the CharlevoixSenti-

\

fine line

Jewelry and Clocks.
I also

keep on hand a

ft

C

full line of

Spectacles!
My

® * H

stock of

SILVERWARE
is

unsurpassedla

9

this city.

Grand Rapids on next

Wednesday. The contest for nomination
cottage was "opened" and a social party
Particular atteotion is called to the fact
is now at its highest point, with Dr. H.F.
evening, to witness the marriage ee
that all my goods are flrst-clau and are
of ladiea and gentlemen set down to din
Thomas, of Allegan, in the lead. The sold at low prices.
mony of Prof. John H. Kleinheksel
nerlnit. We return thanks for every
Miss Annie 8. Van Raalte. The
^ join them but business other candidatesmentioned new for the
nomination are: John C. Fitzgeraldand
Thomas Walker Jones officiated.
our accept|Dg ^ inv|tanon
Cons# is and see sty Stock. Watches
E.
C. Watkins, of Kent, W. O. Webster,
ceremony took place at 8 o’clock. The
aad Clocks repaired 0*1
bride and groom took the 10 o'clock train
The entertainmentunder the auspices of Ionia, and H. C. Akeley, of this counshort notice.
ty.
Dr.
Thomas,
who
takes
the
lead
in
tor Chicago and from thence they go East,
t A. C. Van Raalte Peat G. A. R. is to be

Rev.l
The

and will be gone for a few weeks. The
newly married pair start out in life with

_

the best wishes of

their

msny

friends

this locality.

We

understand that Rev. Daniel Van

Pelt, fermeriy of this city, now of East

New

.York, N. Y., will continue hit visit

until in

September. He hu been engaged

this race, is

ISM.

He

sentation of the war consisting of battle county, this State, forty years ago.
etc.

received bis early education at the sem-

Geo. H. Maxwell and others from Detroit

inary on Gull Prairie, and at Albion Col-

the leading parts and

lege. Before his eighteenthyear be en-

scenes,

camp

life,

will be here to give

prison scenes,

listed as a private soldier in Company D.,
somethingnever before Seventh Mich., Cavalry. By gradual prothe next
given in this city and 00 one should fail to motion he reached the rank of second
parishioners snd friends can thus be again
see it. The members of the Post will lieutenant.His regiment was connected
privlledged to hear his able presentation of
have tickets fer sale during next week and with the army of the Potomac during the
gospel truths. For the lut three weeks
all who patronizethe entertainment will entire war. After the close ot the war he
he has preached in Grand Rapids, and

How

invited to give the ether three Sab-

Church

Detroit. j¥e rejoice that he decides to

for

This

Is

help the "soldier boys” complete their or- renewed bis studies at the Ypsllanti Nor-

mal School and afterwards entered the
medical department of the university and

ganization.

g
® ® 2
O GO
g g *L§

Pamers.

The

H

H*

SEARS,

L. C.

J, Flieman

doolorlln

Offers his superior vsdo wagons Jnst ss cheep as
anybody self them In Zeeland, and claims that
they art s

cratic

Call

ameont ef gravel of State, William Shakespeare, of Kala- was a recognized leader and a good workand mud pud there ia no accounting for mazoo, democrat; State Treasurer, 'James ing member. He would not allow bis
ite presence except it wu sucked up from Blair, of Grand Rapids, democrat; Audi- name to be used for re-election and hu

wagon
not ho

in

everyway,

Fresh

t

Salt

Meats

tmdesold by anyone.

IMIUTTOlSr,

POH/X^nd

andExamine.

to contain a large

way there when tor General, Col. George P. Sanford, of
the pipe wu first laid. Tho-workof re- Lansing, democrat; Commissioner of the
laying will be commenced undoubtedly State Land Office, John H. Dennis, of
to-day. The valves of the pumps have all Barry county, greenbacker; Attorney
been removed and replaced with new ones General, Francis W. Cook, of Muskegon,
and everythingtrill be dene to make the greenbacker; Superintendent of Public
test of next Thursday a successful one. Instruction, David Parsons, of Wayne

since contented himself with minor

The committee on Water Worki of the county, greenbacker; Member

irrespectiveof locality.He

the River or else found

its

of

the

fices in the village of

Allegan. He

wu

vention. The doctor

is a

parliamentarian

ability, a fine scholar, and if

he receive* the nomination and

is

elected

willatteodlothe interestsof the district
is

eren
none into man

,

1

week Thursday.

of Ionia, democrat,

wu

C. Van

very popu-

conventions were Isrgely attended
very enthoaiutlc.

lar

chosen, stand
tion

always on bind-

ft

delegate to the lut republican national con-

of no meagre

Also keeps on hand a line #f|

of-

among his friends and with all with
Council have not decided u yet whether
def
Veen,
ot
Grand
Haven,
democrat.
whom
be cornu in contact, and the Reto luue Inviutlon. to midonu of our
The presidentialelector* were taken from publicans of this CongressionalDistrict,
neighboringcltiM to wtUMMi
ies. In thla district, Major A. F. with him u their standard bearer, will
not, bnt it ie
State Board of Education, Rev.

m

tho chance

3
O 9
Q

O

O

S

Our popular wagon manufacturer

state conventions of the Demo- graduated in the spring of 1868 since
and Greenback parties met this which time he has practicedmedicine.
Better
Workmen have been at work all thla week and fusion wu agreed upon. The In 1878 be was elected to the legislature
week Ufilng np the suction pipe of our ticket as now in the field is as follows: from Allegan conntyand was one of the 'and will
Water . Works leading from the pump Governor,Josiah W. Begole, greenbacker; leading members of the house. Hewu
house to the River and at lut accounts no Lieutenant Governor, Mathew H. May- afterwardselected to the Senate in which
leak waa found. The pipe, however, wu nard, of Marquette, democrat; Secretary body be did himself great credit. He
favor his former congregation.

found

is

E'o P

have specially prepared scenery for this

baths of his stay to a Presbyterian
in

g-SrS-*

n

Hepe Church, for
purpose.
three Sabbaths and his farmer

to supply the pulpit of

wu

a § §-.° ®

Monday evening, September 1st,
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OMUBOH.
Lyceum Hall. The title of the even- ments of any of tho candidates,is a polH. WTKHUT8EN.
ing’s program Is "Libby Prison, er the ished gentleman, and will make a good
Holland, Mich., Oct. S4,
14-1
Blue and the Gray" and will be a repre- Congressman. He was bora fn Jackson
iven on

§!»$

3

the equal in mental attain-

Fish, Poultry and

A3STD

Open and Top
AadalM

In their

Buggies,

Game

.mum.

stock of

SQUARE ADD SWELL BODY COTTERS.

Ihnk

ft*

Mi Mil

Ikii

is

And s nice assortmentof Buggies for Paanars
and TradsssMs an on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT TUB

Bum PUUFOMI

SPRING WAGON

GIVE ME

CALL!

a better chance of carrying the elec-

L.C.

than with any of the other candidatu

Bvu*m>, MIeh.,

mentioned.

.

Ml

April U,

J888. JO-1/

Holland, Apr.

8, *84.

m
OCEAN STEAM NAYIUAT10X.
Miss Newman took care that the hand. “Bead that!” she exultantly
strangers should be the subject of many exclaimed, at the same time giving her
The First ©team Vessel to Cross the Al•CliTminK oonnln, t U me whew
conversations that Sunday. At first, mistressthe message.
Khali I find one half no lair?
laullo.
Obedientlyt'Miss Davidson took the
Lei me. a* 1 i»io thy lip.
some of the good folk of Bavensbourne
The first ocean steam navigation in
H wear how owcet is couainahlp.
declared themselves wholly indifferent telegram, and read:
Like a later? Y a, do doubt,
the world was bv the steamboat Phoe“From Mi$s Isaacs, Duke street,Padto the matter, but finding manifestly
Ktili, not Hlaierout aud out.
nix, built by Colonel John Stevens, and
"Who that over had a slater,
absurd explanations started as to the dington. To the lady and gentleman,
navigated from Hoboken, New York, to
Felt hia heart beat when he klsa d her?
visits of this interestingcouple, they No. 3 sitting room, Bull Hotel, BavensWho »iy looklmtevcrknew
Philadelphia,by Robert L. Stevens in
That hi* a ater’a oyea were blue?
bourne.
Return
immediately.
Premcriticised the explanations, and in most
the year 1808. The first steam voyage
Who In name f al the 1 vea
cases found themselves in the end com- ises on fire.”
Ben* hia aia^r pa n of gloves?
“Heavens,” cried Miss Davidson across the Atlantic was made in the
mitted to a theory of their own.
year 1819. To the Savannah, an AmerCharm imr cousin, still arc you
“I may congratulate myself," said piously.
ican vessel built at Corlexr’s Hook,
Sleter in a measure too,
“Gracious!” exclaimed Miss Brown;
Miss Newman, that night, as she laid
We can a t as pleases us.
New York, by Crocker & Trickitt, of
No one thinks It dangerous
her bony cheek upon her pillow— “I and a chorus of voices, “Dear me !”
880 tons burthen, with side wheels, is
alk of 1 vo or of the weather,
“Oh!” and “Ah!”
may
congratulate
myself
on
having
an
hotel?”
objected
Miss
Newman.
Bow or ride or road together,
“And now read that,” reiterated due the honor of accomplishing this
“Still, we shall find out about it some raised the question in Bavensbourneto
Wand r whore we will alone,
feat. The steamer went from New
Careless of a chaperon.
way or another. It’s a positive duty, the rank it merits— that of a ‘burning Eliza, as she handed the following cirYou may dance with none but me—
York to Savannah, Georgia, and sailed
cular
to
Miss
Davidson.
“I
said
I’d
question,’
”
and
sbo
ran
over
the
points
however unpleasant to clear it up.
-Only cousins, don’t you see?"
from there to England. At Liverpool
* Cons n salely may forget
Perhaps you’L talk it over with your she intended to dwell upon in the fathom it, and I’ve done it, ma’am."
All the laws of etiquette.
“Bull Hotel, Bavensbourne, Mon- the Savannah made a great sensation,
brother to-morrow. I know he some-' speech to be delivered on the morrow,
and at one time some of the less sagaCharming cousin, In your eyes
times spends Sundays with yon, and when the ladies assembled in her sitting day.— AffliZam : Owing to the ladies
I can road a faint surprise;
and gentlemen having objections to be cious islanders took her for a vessel on
please let me know what he thinks. room.
Host bowiiohlnglythey glisten
Three o’clock on Monday afternoon seen entering wardrobe establisments, fire. On this voyage steam and sails
But don’t send him to talk about it to
To my nonsense as they listen
were used, as the engine had consumed
“What can Harry mean to say?"
me, for it's not a subject I should go saw Eliza installed in the bar of the Mr. and Mrs. Abrams have been
You may come to know some day.
all the coal which could be carried in
into with a young man, unless it was hotel with her niece; while Miss Brown, induced by numerous customers to
Just one word, sweet cousin mine,
about ten days out. There was no
Miss
Davidson,
Mrs.
Smith,
Mrs.
BarEw we go to dress and dine :
take the upper part of a private house
one of the clergy. I am off now to see
room for cargo when the vessel
If I over chance to woo.
the curate about it Our rector resents ton, Mrs. Farmer, and four or five other in Duke street, Paddington ; and thereCousin, she must be like you.
was stored with coal.
SaAnd the om who comes the nearest
inquiry, I do believe,for I can’t get ladies, were assembledat Miss New- fore ladies of tho highest rank need not
vannah was sent from England to RusTo yourself will be the dearest,
man’s.
After
the
customary
greetings,
hesitate to honor this emporium with a
anything out of him. Good-by, •Lydia!”
Type of hat my love must be;
sia to be sold to the Czar, and proceed“Good-by, dear. I’ll not ring for the hostess said : “Ladies, I have con- visit. Mr. and Mrs. Abrams continue
Cousin what if you are she?
ed so St. Petersburg, but tbe sale was
—Chatiibers’Journal
vened this meeting for a special pur- to give the highest price for all kinds
Eliza. I’ll let you out.”
not consummated. It was said that
Lydia had scarcely settled herself pose— not, let me explain at once, for of ladies and gentlemen’s wearing
$50,000 was lost by this enterprise.
again after performing this little atten- the mere gratification of idle curiosity. apparel, court dresses, regimentals,
Moses Rogers commanded the
The Mysterious Strangers. tion when Eliza appeared, cloaked and I have asked you to meet here to con- officersoutfits, trinkets,gold and silver, Captain
Savannah.
Lord Leyndock presented
bonneted, at the sitting room door, sider the suspiciousconduct of the vis- diamonds, and all kinds of precious
Captain Rogers with an inscribed teaMiss Lydia Davidson was enjoying remarking, “I’ve been out a little while, itors to that hotel opposite, and to de- stones, antique plate, old china, and all kettle. The return voyage from St
her cup of tea in her comfortable little ma’am. After what you said, just now, termine what steps should be taken in sorts of miscellaneousproperty. Estab- Petersburgdirect to New York was
house in Bavensbourne one Saturday my duty was plain ; and I went around their regard. I have my own notion as lished twenty-seven years. Their mode in twenty-sixdays. It may bo
aiternoon,when her friend, Miss New- to the Bull at once, knowing as you’d to what should be done ; but I will put numerous and aristocratic clients in interesting to the reader to know that
that aside until I have received your the country may feel satisfied that the
man was announced. That lady was not bo wanting me.”
the Savannah was afterwards convert“0, dear me, Eliza,” returned the suggestions. There mail be no dis- personal appearance of Mr. and Mrs.
well-known for the fervor and energy
ed into a sailing vessel. From that
which she infused into her conduct of docile mistress,“i quite forgot that gracefuldiscoveries; but that remains Abrams when culling at their houses time the ventures iu ocean steam naviwhat inferior minds may regard as the your neice, Mary, is barmaid at the to be proved. My watch warns me,” will always be a guarantee that none gation were almost without number,
minor affairs of life; also for a severity Bull And did you see the landlady? concluded Miss Newman in a different of that unpleasantpublicity will be and not a year passed which did not
tone, compelled regretfully to excise given to their visits of which the nobilin her attire that may be described by And can she explain about the strangsomo tolling sentence, “that if they ity and gentry have so justly complained see great improvements and changes
ers?”
one wishing to deal mildly with it as
“Of course, ma’am, I saw Mrs. come back in a fiy, and they sometimes with regard to those of less experience and successfultrips in steam vessels.
gontlewomun-like.”
In 1825, the steamer Enterprise went
She entered with even more than her Weston,” returned Eliza, energetically. do so, they should be hero in six min- and considerate wdrdrobe purchasers. to Calcuttafrom England and as early as
It’s what I went for; but I couldn’tget utes: later, if they walk. So we have As a specimen of tho letters they are
wonted haste and dash, and cried:
1830 propositionwere made to establish
“How do you do, Lydia? I am most nothink out of her. I said to her, as no time to waste. I simply repeat, continually recicving,Mr. and Mrs. lines of steam vessels between New
Abrams subjoin the following
thankful to find you at homo. I have civil as possible : ‘Will you tell me, therefore, what is to be done V”
York and Liverpool, and two years
“I must confess, I only came to look
Mrs.
Weston,
the
names
of
those
par“‘Lady B
has just had great
oome with a definite purpose,as talking
later the period of groat steamships
over a thing is better than writing a lies as comes here twice a week, a Mon- at them,” said Mrs. Farmer, after a pleasure in recommending her friend, begun. It was in 1838 that tho Sirius,
the duchess of C
to request Mrs.
note. Very strange and startling events days und Thursdays.’ But she only pause.
a ship of 700 tons and 250.-h or se- power,
“Would
it be of any use to speak to Abrams to call upon her; Lady B
said,
very
stiff
and
’igh
:
‘I
never
give
are happening here, and I have arrived
sailed fiom Cork April 4, and the
at the conclusionthat it is my duty to the names of any of my parties, not Mrs. Weston, of the hotel?” timidly having always found Mrs. Abrams’
Great Western, a comparatively powerasked
Mrs.
Smith.
even
to
the
gentlemen
from
the
Kavensdealings
with
her
characterized
by
the
lay them before you and other friends,
ful steamer of 1,340 tons, and 236 feet
“None!” replied Miss Newman, with utmost liberality and punctuality.’”
bourno Record.’ And more than that
in order to see what can be done.”
long, with engines of 450-horse-power,
“Appointments may be made for
“Dear! dear!” murmured Miss Da- she wouldn’t say, so a-, last I came severity, “That has been tried. You
paddle-wheels twenty-eight feet in
might
trust
me
to
try
all
obvious
plans
Thursday
at
the
above
address,
or
Mr.
vidson, in vague alarm; “you don’t away ; but I’ll make some excuse to be
diameter and ten feet in length of floats,
and Mrs. Abrams will wait upon clients
mean it! Tell me all about it, dear there next Monday, and I’ll see them like that.”
“And what is the suggestion,Miss in the neighborhood on that day or on sailed from Bristol April 8. Both
at all events,” and with that Eliza
Jane!”
steamers arrived at New York April 23,
Newman,
that you said you had to Monday.”— Loudon Truth.
“1 will tell yon as much as I at pres- withdrew to her own domain, leaving
the Sirius in the morning and the Great
ent know,'*’ returned her friend. “Well, her mistress to spend the rest of the make?” Miss Brown inquired.
Western in the afternoon. A small
“That we should club togetherto emA Pioneer Governor.
to begin with : When I was coming evening trying to . recall all the
steamer named the Midas, propelled by
ploy
a
detective
!”
answered
the
host-down from London early last spring, a instances she had heard of morganatic
An indiscreet remark may ruin a a double screw, left New York in 1844,
ess, with decision. “We must make
gentleman and a lady were in the same marriages and their results.
politician.
and was the first American steam
Miss Davidson had just taken her sure of our facts. I find, on inquiry,
carriage
1 took them for a
Somo forty years ago, a Governor of vessel to pass the Cape of Good
that
the
cost
of
a
regular
detective
honeymoon couple, and ’felt sorry to scab in church the following morning
Indiana was a candidatefor re-olection. Hope, and it became
passencon tram their tete-a-tete. They made when Miss Newman, very “taut” and would be heavy; but there is an ex-po- During his term tbe Methodistshad ger vessel on the. internal waters of
me most uncomfortable with all the trim, hurried into a vacant place next to liceman w’bo has been employed on sought legislation to establish Asbury China. About the time the Sirius and
private and confidential .things they her, and after burying her face for an such missions, and his charge would University. The Governor oppooed Great Western made their successful
iu.<i to Hfty ; and they kept poring over instant in her hands, she turned as she not exceed 2 guineas a day. In about them, and was reportedj.as saying that
trips, Ericsson,Smith, and others were
a little book’ with; their hfiadii together knelt, to her neighbor and said, in an two days he thinks he could ascertain the Methodist Church did not need on
again experimentingwith the screw,
— poetry, or gOm© rubbish • or 'other, I undertone; ‘^lave you seen your the residences, occupations (if any), educated ministry, as an ignorant one and Eriesson soon put it into general
aupiose. l*ve ho patience with .that brother to-day? What does he think?” and much of the past history of the was better suited to tbe capacity of its use in the United States. His first boat
“No, dear, no; he’s not coming; but parties.”
eortof-thing— have you?”
membership.
was successful in 1837 as a tug boat on
“We must not get ourselvesinto any
Miss Davidson was,; however, roman- don’t talk alwut it in church, please
The indignant Methodists cast their the Thames. The first naval screw
tic, and could not get-up a show’ll in- don’t” ‘And the good lady tried with scrape by prying,” said Mrs. Barton.
votes against him and elected James vessel was the Artimedes, built for the
“If there is money wanted, we ought
dignation m time to respond to her ieeble hurry to find ber place. Miss
Whitcomb, a lawyer and a class-leader. British navy in 1840, and wus so sucNewmfyi i forebpse further remark till to have had some of our menkind here,”
f fund'd glance; so she only looked
“It was the ‘amen’ corner of the cessful that comparatively few ocean
Mr.' Miniver Weekly ascended the pnl- Miss Brown objected. “We women are Methodist Chnroh that defeated the
a little foolish and abashed.
paddle steamers were constructedthere“And, for six months,” Miss Newman pit. Then she betrayed a longing to such poor and needy creatures.”
Governor,” said the late Bishop Ames ; after. In 1847 the first trans-Atlantio
But the discussion was suddenly “and I had a hand in the work.”
-cbntiutfed, “hav® they been coming, speak and an inability to sit still But
screw steamer, the Massachusetts,made
regularlytwice & week—Mondiwr ami Lydia resolutely turned the crown of stopped by a cry from Miss Newman of,
The successfulcandidate had been voyage, the United . States keeping
Thursday. Aud rey mav have <fone it her bonnet toward her friend, fearful “There they cornel”.
brought up on a farm, where there was abreast of the world in many of these
“Well, she’s very elegant-looking,”plenty of hard work and coarse fare.
iorsix years, for aught 1 know, because •that a conversation might again be
ocean enterprises. — Chicago Interit ig only, since Lhuve been at nfy uew opened, to the outrage of the decorous said one. “There's nothing more aris- The boy loved books, and read all that
.
tocratic than a hooked nose ; but she
lodging#,opposite the Bull, that 1 have feelings of the congregation.
be could borrow, much to the chagrin
Sad Story of an Editor.
“ ‘Woe unto the world because of of- must be 35 if she’s a day. What a of his hard-working father, who, being
noticed them wtf’eftffiy. “.They Arrive
“The residentsof onr village are exearly— ^bout TO o’clock— Lave somo re* fences, for* it must needs be that offenses lovely silk she has on!”
a pioneer, thought that his son should
“Bless mo !” said Mrs. Barton. “He's be a laborer rather than a reader.
Ire^imcnts, I. fancy, lor they atyuys come; bui woo to the man .'by whom
cited and indignant.We never knew
after all. And
•atop in the hotel a^jvhilo;then they the offense cometh.’ Or,” continued not so military-looking
“James,” said his father, again and until yesterday that we had so many
drive or, walk out,. noi always together the thin voice of the curate, “as a more he’s a good 55. But there’s an air again to the studious son, “you’ll never friends in Blanktown, although we have
—but often take'idif.erentiroada^ stay literal version, though qne less purely about him ; and as for ber, she might amount to anything. You hapdle a always tried to behave ourselvesand
-oil t— oh ! till 4, 5,. or (J, and' sometimes English,has it, ‘Woe to the world be- be a duchess. Look at the magnifi- book too much and a scythe too little.” pay our debts.
cent mantle she has on.’’
“At exactly 2 o’clock yesterday afterthey have a quantity of Ihggage, tho.-e cause of scandals.’
“Jimmy,” said a neighbor, who had
The couple who were causing so much noticed the boy’s craving for knowledge, noon we entered Snyder’s grocery. We
“There!”
whispered
Miss
Newman,
1 ice dntss-baskete and things, lady-like
luggage— -and then, after their dinner, no longer repressive,“I knew’ I had excitement were met at the hotel door “s me day you’ll be a United States intended to purchase a gallon of modlf thoy.go toward the railway station.” done some good with'him. I never left by the obsequiouswaiter, who handed Senator; you study while others play.” lasses to make a roller. Before we
him yesterday till his teeth literally them a telegram.
‘ lleally 1” cried Mrs. Davidson, in uaThe neighbor’sprophecy was fulfill- could even make onr wants known Col.
“I’ll run across to the postoftico and
tonishmnute“And their appearance? chattered. I told him he must do
ed in 1849, when the Legislature sent Uphill Smith, the man who thinks he
something about the Bull people, and ask what was in that dispatch,’’cried James to the Senate of tho>.United carries this village in his pocket, apDo they look Jike
”
proached us and called us a sneak and
“Gontlepeoplo?” put in Miss New- that he was responsiblefor all the evil Miss Newman, rushing out.
{
Several pair of eyes were turned
man. “les, decidedly. That is a that happens in the parish that he could
The Governor w as a good man, and a liar. We undoubtedly turned pale;
from the window to follow the hostess’ played the violin with skill.
onr knees undoubtedlyshook, but we
point on which ! am never deceived. prevent. He’ll preach about them.”
retreating figure.
Jane,
dear
Jane,
don’t!”
gasped
The lady drefBid exqui itely and most
Once, while journeyingon horseback, were game.
"Mrs. Farmer, is there anything the he stopped at a log-cabin on a prairie.
“When we had informed the Colonel
becomingly.They’re not joung, nor, poor Miss Davidson, and Mr. Weekly
•of course, very old. Ho is a handsome began his discourse, which, to Miss matter?” exclaimed Miss Davidson, in As he entered, a ydung man was scrap- that, while he might bulldoze the vilman with a military air. In fact, I am Newman’s unutterable disappointment, alarm, catching sight of Mrs. Farmer’s ing on an old fiddle. He laid the in- lage corporation,lie could not scare us
pretty sure he is an officer, for I saw turned on a question of church discip- pale and troubled face.
strument on the bed, and led tbe Gov- from our purpose of advocating a new
“Yes— no,” stammered the little wo- ernor’s horse to the stable.
sidewalk across bis vacant property,he
so much of the military when I lived line, the preacher maintainingthat
are a small,
at Dover, and then” (lowering her voice) those of his clerical brethren who were man. “I— I— don’t feel quite well
Taking np the fiddle, the Governor slapped our jaws.
“I heard so many sad things about gar- opposing his own particular view of the I’m going home,” and she hurried from tuned it and began playing.' The sickly man, while the Colonel weighs
rison doings that I began to feel anx- matter were clearly of the number of the room. Something like a shriek young man returned and, seating him- 190 younds and is very healthy. We
ious. The Bull is such a respectable the anathematized referred to in the rose at the same instant from Miss self, listened as one entranced. The were, however, getting ready to fight
Brown's lips. She had been in the Governor played “Hail Columbia.”
him when he called us a skunk and
hotel it would bo quite a misfortune text.
“Mrs. Farmer 1” cried Miss Newman, background, but bad just taken Miss
laid there for
for the town if— if— anything unpleas“If I had fifty dollars,” shouted the knocked ns down.
the congregation
streamed out Newman’s vacant place at the window. youth, springingto his feet, “I’d give some time, when he bestowed upon onr
^
ant were to come out,” concluded Miss
.‘Newman, forefed, by the ‘‘vaguerfess of through the lych-gate. “One word, I “Why, Mrs. Farmer!” she exclaimed, every cent of it for that fiddle. I never, person a kick, and said that he would
but Mrs. Farmer was gone.
be the cause of our demise if wu did not
her subject, into, for once, being her- beg.”
in all my life, heard such music 1”
“Postoffice won’t tell!” gasped Miss
“Good morning, Miss Newman; Fm
,
uielf vague.
The Governor,pleased at the com- leave
"We were endeavoringto regain our
“Dear me! What you say quite so glad to see you,” responded pretty Newman, coming back in a very excited pliment, continued playing until he was
startles me,” said Miss Davidson “If little Mrs. Farmer. “I’ve so many state. “They say it’s contrary to rules.” tired. As he laid the violin on the bed, feet when two of our moat eminent citianything like that happens a hundred things to say. You know you asked ' “Mrs. Farmer has gone away," said tbe young man seized it, carried it to zens seized the Colonel, and he was held
miles away, or,ovtn in London, it is not me to think of a solution for the Mys- Mrs. Smith, “without saying good-by, the fire, where he could examine it, until we could get out of doors and re*0 bad; but hero! It’s a shock to mo! terious Strangers’ visit to Ravens- or leaving a message for you, Miss New- turned it over and over, and then called turn to our office. We there washed off
the blood and dirt, and were feeling of
1 must mention it to Eliza,” 'she added, bourne. Well, I think,” and her pretty man.”
out:
“I think I can explain,” Miss Brown
;as that functionaryentered, lint most lace tie and necklet heaved with emo“Mister, I never saw two fiddles so our loose teeth when a dozen leading
citizens filed in to protest against the
*mjuniably on interruptingthp confer- tion, “that the couple have lost a*child began, but she was interruptedby a cry much alike as yours and mine!”
—a dear little baby perhaps— and that from two or three others. “01 look,
A distinguishedgeologist says that outrage^ assault on our person. We
“I’ll finish my tea, said Miss Newman, it’s buried here, and they’ve made a look, they’re going!” And there, sure his success in life is due to a few words were advised to take a gun and shoot
enough, at the hotel door, evidently in of advice given him, when a young the Colonel on sight, but we never fired
putting her fingers firmly on the sau- vow to visit it’s grave. ”
a flurry, were the landlady, a waiter, and man, by Governor Whitcomb.
“W’hat!”
said
the
matter-of-fact
Miss
a gun in onr life, and are nearsighted.
cer. “It is an excellent cup— most rethe
mysterious
stranger.
A
fiy
then
Newman
;
“vow
to
visit
a
grave
reguWe shall neither reaort to violence nor
“Follow,”
said
the
Governor,
“one
freshing, Lydia ”
Had itnbt been for the softening in- larly twice a week, on Monday and whisked round from the yard, and pull- line of thought and research with your the,l©*;,but leave him to the contempt
of hia fellow-men.Hia hired man has
fluence of/ the morsel of gossip, long- Thursday ! Bfit, Mrs. Farmer, I stop- ed up with a jerk. The strangers took whole mind and soul.
“Take no active part in politics until alreadv left him, and we understand
brewing hostilities might how have ped you specially just now to beg you their places in it, and a housemaid
ripeneoTiitbfieri’© strife WtweeU Eliza would be with me to-ihorrowafternoon came running down with some wrap?v maturity has brought you settled con- that hw aervAnt girl is looking for another place. We are no slugger.
and her mist ess friend, but Miss Da- about. 3. My windows command the the lady's umbrella, and oilier small victions.
sva in llAl*
V
“The life of a politician is not always never struck a man nor had a law suit
vidson’s questions about the mysteri- Bull, and these people n^ver fail to put things in her hands.
“There’s an up-train to London
reputable. It has so many elements of in onr life. We. want to live in peace1
ous strangersclaimed the confidential iu an appearance on Mondays ; and mind
eight
minutes," said Miss Newman, deceit that it is hard to follow it and with All
you
bring
your
sister-iil-law
too,
won’t
4
maid’s attention.“No. ©lie
you? I am going to ask Miss Brpwn, watch and time-table in hand. “They keep clean one’s hand and soul’
We stop the pr^ss to annouce
heard nothing about 4liai*4Miss Davidson, and Mrs. Barton, the are going to cateh that. The telegram Youths’ Companion.
that Snyder sent ns over the molasses
nothing but a stray, word pr
new doctor’s wife. I want to, catch, her was to give them the alarm. Some one
by a small boy. Mr. Snyder keeps one
A BLAOK8NAKEmeasuring eleven and of the finest stocks of any merchant in
now. Goodly., I am glad you think is on their track, and a confederatehas
given them notice.”
a half feet in length was recently killed Blanktown.”—Detroit Free Press*
“Is Miss Davidson here?” crid Eliza, in Warren County, Mississippi. >
Woman love admiration on th® pari
rushing in, the corner of her shawl
Heifnian's
A
life
spent
worthily
should
of
others, and are often weak, Tain, and
filled
with
what
seemed
to
h©
bundles
in
pursuit
> conversation while her gable Miss
measured
by
deeds, not years.
friroloua.
Ditto then.
of
letters,
and
an
open
telegram
in
her
of
Mrs.
Batten.
taking part in it; bo^
COUSINS, DO YOU SEE.”

was glad in her heart that that forcible
person should hazz~.cn the track.
“I’ll tell you what I think about it,"
exclaimed Miss Davidson, a liitle later.
“I think, dear, that the gentlemen is
some very distinguishedperson indeed,
and that the lady— she may be a perfect lady, you know, all the time— is
beneath huh, and that there’s a morganatic marriage
There are such
things nowadays, and always have been,
you know.”
“But, if so, why shouldn’t she have
her own establishment?Why come to
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SinftilLair.

these guns is very slight, and their
An old lawyer whose son was to plead market price brings them within the
for his first client the next day was reach of most purchasers.But a gun
with real twist barrel is a costly article.
very anxious about it
Instead
of being rolled from a plate of
‘Are you sure that when the time
comes you will not be embarrassed?” “akelp” between grooved rollers and
he asked; “that you will not lose the welded at one rapid operation, it is patiently hammered into a cylinder by
thread of your ideas?”
“You can be at ease about it,” his hand. The mottled, damascened,or
son replied; “I have it all at my striatedappearanceis produced by a
fingers’ ends. 1 will let you judge series of wires of differing irons twisted
now. Listen to me for a few minutes. into cables and then welded into square
Guace— “I am golngto see Clara to-day. We Will suppose that I am already at rods. These placed side by side and
Have you any messagey” Dora—4* I wonder
the bar. Ahem ! Yes, gentlemen, ves ; heated to a weld are wound a half turn,
bow you can visit that dreadful girl! Give
perhaps more, at a time on a manburglary by night— theft, followed by
her my love."
assassination I It is all true; we con- drel, and seated (welded) against one
Many Imitators, but no equal, baa Dr. fess to it. But you will not pnnish a another by repeated taps of a light
Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
man who has been simply the dupe of hammer. The ribbon thus formed of
An old maid sued a fellow for damage be- his excessive timidity. He was un- cables of fine wire may consist of not
cause ho failed to marry her. His plea was happy-he suffered— he was hungry; less than thirty-six or even fifty-two
dam age.—Newman Uidipendfiit.
misery, that unscrupulouscounselor, strands of wire.— Chicago Times.
Loss of Flesh and Strength,

A Boon Companion.
Itolfe, Champion Bicyclistof

with poor appetite, and perhaps slight cough
to morning, or on llrst lying down at night,
should be looked to In time. Persons aQlloted
with consumption aro proverbiallyuncon*
bcIoub of their real state. Most cases commence with disordered liver, leading to bad
digestion and Imperfect Msirallatlon of food
—hence the emaciation, or wasting of the
flesh. It is a form of scrofulousdisease, and
is curable by the use of that greatest of all
blood-cleansing,anti-billous, and Invigorating compounds,known as Dr. Pierce's “Golden Medical Discovery."

The Best for

Itnttvr.

There is but one best color for butter, and
that Is Wells, Kiclmrdson<k Co.'s Improved
Butter Color, no candid investigatordoubts.
It is the best butter color In the world; Is

free from sediment or impurity, always
ready for Instant use, and it imparts to butter that rich dandelion yellow, without a
tinge of red, which is the acme of desirability
to any butter color.

__

Selp-madkmen are most always apt tew
be a leetle too proud of the job.— Josh IMlinan.

Is

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
a sure cure for kidney complaints.

The man who began keeping a diary at the
of the year is still keeping it, but he
now uses the pages as cigarettepapers.

first

whispered to him: ‘You must steal.’
The Peacock Throne.
He waited for night— for darkness— to
One of the sights of Delhi is the fort.
hide the blush of shame which his proceeding would bring to his face. He The fort is quite as often called the
arrived before a locked * door. Why palace or citadel, for the reason that it
was it locked? I will not seek for the consists of only three walls, with the
cause, but I am obliged to insist that fourth side open to the river. Entering
this was proof of defiance given by that at the Lahore gate in company with my
proprietor toward the Government guide, we passed along a vaulted aisle
which expends millions for police to like that of a Gothic cathedral, and
protect property. But he was no dis- found ourselves in the court yard.
turber of the peace. Not wishing to There are the barracks of the English
draw attention to himself, he merely troops, and only such natives
opened a door which a blameworthy are admitted to the indosure as have
distrust had locked. We behold him some business there. The famous Deentering the dining-room.What will waniam is there, but is now used, I
he steal there? Some one responds blush to say, for a carousal or tilting
‘the silver.’ No, that starvingman is yard by the soldiers. It seems indeed
not hungry for knives and forks; it is desecration for such scenes to be enbread that he wants ; it is on account acted in tho far-famed spot where
of a simple loaf of bread that we are occurred annually, on the occasion of
asked to cast stones at him. I know the Emperor’s birth day, the ceremony
what is coming. If he wanted bread of weighing him, and distributingfree
why did he search the safe, you ask me? to the people twelve times their soverWhen one enters a house for the first eign’s weight in gold or silver, precious
time, is it not natural to be ignorant* stones and perlumes. The King was

Young Men, Bead This.
The Voltaic Belt Co.; of Marshall, Mich.,
offer to send their celebratedElectro- Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old ) atllicted with nervous ueblllty, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troubles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete
le toration to health, vigor? and manhood
guaranteed.No risk Is Incurred, as thirty
days’ trial Is allowed. Write them at once' where it is customary to keep the bread ?
for illustrated pamphlet, free.
No, he was prevented by the arrival of
the proprietor. The theft did not exThe Testimony of a Physician.
ist. Then why that accusationof robJames Beecher, M. D., of Sigourney, Iowa, bery ? The proprietor fell upon him
says: “For several years I haVc been using without explanation,hut with a great
a cough balsam, called Dr. Wm. Hall's Bal- outcry— with the very nocturnal noise
sam for the Lungs, and In almost every case which
client had been so
throughoutmy practice I have had entire cautious not to make. It is here,
success. I have used and prescribed hun- gentlemen, that I call your attendreds of bottlessince the days of my army tion to the culpable thoughtpractice(1863), when 1 was surgeon of Hos- lessness of the legislatorwho made
pital No. 7, Louisville, Ky."
theft punishable by law. Let us for an
an instant suppose the code silent in
Pneumonia.
regard to this. Then my client would
If Compound Oxygen were promptly used
say to the other : T have no money ! I
In an attack of Acute Pneumonia there would
be few deaths from this disease. Its action have taken a loaf of bread, but I am
In allaying bronchial and pulmonary irrita- going to give you my note.’
tion. relieving congestion, and restoring
“But with the actual state of our laws,
healthy secretionsto the mucous membranes
Gustave immediatelythought of the
is most remarkable. Write to Drs. Starkey
punishment that awaited him. * His
6c Palcn, 110!) Girard st., 1'hila.,for Information In regard to this remarkable treatment.
natural timidity mode a monster of the
police, the judges, of public opinion,
"Put np" at the Gault House. *

my

etc., etc.

The business man or tourist will find Ursbclass accommodations
at the low price of $2
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel Is located In the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments first-clast.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.

“And

he strangled the gentleman.
I say ‘he strangled’—I state

“When

what you claim to he true; but are you
more certain, more convinced than the
man who is the solo surviving witness
of that drama? And he offers to give
you his word that he did not. The dead
gentleman’s v business affairs were involved ; he could not balance his accounts; he was in that situation where

Mensman’b Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing its en-'
tire nutritiousproperties. It contains bloodmaking, force-generating,
and life-sustaining
properties;invaluable for Indigestion,dyshe must at once choose between dispepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
generaldebility;also, in all enfeebled condi- grace or suicide.
tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nerv“I will he just to him; he was a man
ous prostration, overwork,or acute disease, of honor!
particularly If resulting from pulmonary
“Who can say, then, that twenty seccomplaints. Caswell,Hazard 8c Co., proprieonds before his meeting with Gustave,
tors, New York. Bold by druggists.
that miserable man, had not- to avoid
Mere outward application of so-called his shame— swallowed one of those poiremedies for rheumatism and neuralgia must
necessarilyfail of t-.ieirpurpose because tho sons unknown to science which is all
origin of the trouble is left untouched. Atbio- astray about the effects produced? The
ptioros destroys the root of the disease by accusation of assassination falls of itself.
cleansing the blood of Uie Impuritiesthat
Such uncertainty forbids you to pass
cause tnera. Athlophoros Is perfectlyharmsentence of death against my client !
less, while Us action is quick and certain.
Price. $1 a bottle. If druggist hasn't it, send Return my poor man to that family he
to Athiophoros Co., 112 Wall street, N. Y.
was about to enter by marriage— for,

know that he had been eight days engaged to a beautiful young girl whose
sole hope is in you, and who, in my
voice, cries to you at this moment; ‘Re-

For years I have been afflicted with HayFever. I gave Ely's Cream Balm a trial
The relief was immediate. I regard myself
cured.— G. Schrkibek, Supt. of Cordage Co.,
Elizabeth,N. J. Price 60 cents.

_

turn my Gustave to me?’ ”
The young lawyer resumed his usual
Petroleum is a natural production,and as
nature never makes a mlstane Cnrbollne, tone of voice to ask his father: “Hey!
made from pure petroleum, Is a certain in- what do you say to that !”
vigorator for diseased and sjckly hair, and
“Not bad! not bad!” replied the
where once used will never be substitutedby
father, “only I find that yon weaken at
any other
Hat-Fkver. I have used Ely's Cream Balm the peroration— you neglect the jury :
for Hay-Fever, and have experienced great there is nothing for them ; it is wrong.
relief. 1 recommend it as the best ot all the Give them something like this: ‘No!
remedies I have tried.— T. B. Jenkh, Lawyer,
no, gentlemen of the jury, my heart
Grand Haplds, Mich. Price 50 cents.
tells me in advance, you will not have
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual De- the cruelty to slide a cutoff head among
bility, cured by “Wells' Health Renewer.” $1.
the wedding presents of that beautiful
i

|

For a cold In the head, there is nothing so
good as Plso's Bemedy for Catarrh.

young girl!’"— Translated from the
French for the Wasp, by E. F. Dawson.

Mr. John

A Dealer

Being on his way home from China,
the ship put in at one of the Ceylon
FAVORITE
ports, and the usual crowd of huckREMEDY,
Ikuowby
happy experience,to be atesters invaded the ship. My friend had
gone on shore, and only returned on
board about half an hour before the
time fixed for sailing. Coming out on mw m nmw iv-vuiiiiMriiti«us sue. a mu nsvu juu
rnltinaaeutenre:
I tried It. and it cured nx
deck, he was accosted by a beturbaned, plctely. I am confidentIt caved my life, Yo
use thla letter If you thluk beet. Yourt. etc..
venerable old gentleman, who said he
NATHAN ACKLEY.
had some valuable stones for sale, if Captain Nathan Ackley wh* for a long time oonnecti ii with the Canal Appraiser’* office In Albany.
my friend would only look at them. He He ia well known, and writeH for no purpose but to da
opened his case and presented for in- good to others.
spectiona small numoer of rubies and
emeralds of various sizes, a fine collection of stones unset— the usual condition in which they are offered in Cey..LYDIA I. PINKHAM'S • »
lon— and said that the price was £30,
apparently about their actual value out
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
there. This was a large sum to my
• • • IB a poamvE couyonaaa
All those palefil Cemytabte
friend; so after admiring the stones for
• and Weakaesaease coawoi*
some time, he said he was afraid he
•••••* teoerbeet* •••••
could not spend so much money. After
• FEXALK POPULATION.* •
considerable hesitation, and declaring
TristU taimAtfflsrl'a't.fto*.*
that he should not make a penny by
the transaction, the dealer lowered the
• it win
price to £29. My friend still considered, Moat
eonw-mient
Spina:
and was on the point of offering £25,
ed to the Change
>ee«
• It removes
as the stones would then have been a
ores Fain
Falntpew.Flatnlrni'V, destroy**
foritlmi
ulante,and relieve# Weakness of ths
really good bargain,when the dealer
went down to £28. My friend waited,
and eventually £20 was reached. A and backache,Is always penesnently cured
slight suspicion dawned over my friend’s
mind, and on the chance he looked
straight into the man’s face and said
“I will give vou a shilling.” “Very
good, sir,” said the man, pocketed his
shilling, handed in his “precious
stones,” and was over the side just in
upon un. Therefore It in importantthat remedial
time before the ship got under way. Nceuteabouuroe at hand to be n»ed in an emergency,
we are made to feel the excruciatingagonies cl
The precious stones were mere glass.— when
pain, or the depreiainginfluenceof djaeattt,

marble

Rheumatl

some of
them being converted into breech-

Sciatica,

oblong, openiqg into a court on ouo
side, to the river Junina on another, to
the palace gardens ou a third, and to
the apartmentsof the Zenaneon the
fourth. The outside pillars are connected by superb marble balustrades,
carved with gracefulfiligreework. At
each corner of the roof is a marble
kiosk with a small gilt dome. The
ceiling of this Dewanikhas was one. entirely composed of gold and silver
screen work, wrought by the famous
Delhi goldsmith.
Hero stood the famous peacock
throne, unparalleled in rare beauty
and costliness by any other royal court
in the world, I suppose. Travernier,a
skillful French jeweler, saw it, and
•
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Pocahontaswas the

ARE

first

female who

.refusedto make a “mash."-— N’emman /m/c
pendent. And tho last one up to the tlmo of
going to press.—/Purtoii Putt.

_

cures

Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, DI»

telle,

arrh(ra, Dysentery, Flax,

Dyspepsia, Sick

Regulars.

One of tho strongestproofs of the value
of Kidney-Wort as a remedy for all diseases
of the Kidneys, Liver, and b< wols, is the
fact that It Is used and proscribed by ‘•reguphysicians. Phillip C. Ballou, M. D.. of
Monkton, Vt., says: “Tuko It all In a t It is
the most successful remedy I have over
lar''

used.’’

When a candidate gets in tho hands of bis
friends, the next move is to get their hands
in his pockets.— A’ru'mari Indipendent.

. Headache.
It

In

found to

CURE CHOLERA
When

all

other Remedies

fall.

WHEN USED EXTERNAIXY, AS A UNtMEXlL
nothinggive, quicker eoxu in IluriiH. t uts.
iliuiNVM, NpraliiN.KtliiKH Iron. In.f ts. Mild
Nt'iilds.It remoras the lire, end the M-onrid hr-ala
.ike ordinary noicn. Those suffering with Rheuni*-

FEVER AND ACME

rare Oriental gems. It received its
A had man shows his bringing up when he
name from the jeweled images of peaIs brought up by a policeman.
cocks which adorned, its canopy. This
canopy was also of gold, supported on
twelve golden pillars, and hung all
DR. JOHN BULL’S
around with a fringe of pearls. On
each side of the throne stood two
chuttahs, or umbrellas symbolical of
royalty. They were made of crimson
velvet, embroidered with gold thread
FOR THE CURE OF
and pearls, and were equipped with
solid gold handles, eight feet long,
studded with diamonds. This throne
was constructedby Austin de Bordeaux,
Or CHILLS and FEVER,
at the order of the Emperor Shah
Jehau, the same enterprisingmonarch
AND ALL RALAAIAL DISEASES
who had constructed the Taj, the Pearl
The proprietor of thli celebrated mediMosque of Agra, and the other most cine jnstlv claims for it a superiorityover
remarkable monuments of architecture all remodiei over offered to tho pnblle for
the SAFE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PERin these parts.

fRAZEJ^I.
or Oet tho Oanuine. Bold Iwerrwbsr*

FEVERandACUE

Always Ahead.

News.

r-

PERRY DAVIS’

__

“Thar’s my son Joseph,” said the old
farmer, as he cut off a liberal hunk of
plug and dropped it into his mouth.
“I brnng him up the same as I did
Dan’l, an’ I giv ’em both $1,000 to start
in life. Joseph went into speculation
and Dan’l went into buckwheat.”
“And how did they come out?"
loaders. A sportsman, who is a very
“Waal, in the fust five years Joseph
successful hunter, said recently that an
he made $30,000, and Dan’l he lost half
old musket barrel restocked was his his capital.”
most valuable gun, and vet cost him
“And the next five?”
only |8, and he has in nis collection
“Waal, Joseph lost all he had, and
several of the most costly breech-loadDan’l controlled all the buckwheat itch
ing “stub and twist” guns, worth $100, in New England. Tell you, stranger,
more or less, each. But whatever may atween raisin’ buckwheat an’ speculabe the value of these gun-barrels,it is
tion in sheers, buckwheat is bound to
certain that a very large number find
git thar in the end. You know what to
their way into the market as sporting
depend on. The market* netdr *lops
guns. A gunsmith with an experience ovfer or wilts down. Yoti WoV, reap,
of twenty-five or thirty years lately aneat, and scratch, and you’re alius
swered, in response to an’ inquiry; that ahead.”— Wall. Street
, .
a very large proportion of his business
was the alteration and* remounting of
A wide, rich heaven hangs ab^ve you,
old military ^^baipr^ls,.which' -form,' a but it hanga.higbvawide, rough world
Considerable portion-of the sporting- is around you, and it lies very low.—
Tiij .seller’s stock in trade. J he cost of
Donald u: Mitchell. , ..
' 81 f

Kuch a remedial agent exlMte In (hat old Rellahto
Family Remedy,

•

purposes. There
is still another demand for them which
is not generally known. Large numbers of smoothbore musket barrels are
remounted and restocked,and are
highly valued as duck guns and for
other field sporting purposes, even
without being converted into breech-

•*

’

tum. (lout, or Neuralgia.If not u positivecure, they
Dolt Yournelf.
find the Pa£N-K]IJ.ERgives them relief when no
With Diamond Dyes any lady can get as other remedy will. In sectionsof the country whora
good results as the beet practical dyer. Every
dye warranted true to name and sample, luc.
mode a computationos to its intrinsic at druggists'. Wells, Klchurdsoa & Co., BurPrevail there is no remedy held in greater esteomw
value. He calmly estimated that its lington, Vt.
Persons travelingshould keep it by them.
nominal worth, aside from its claims in
-c •»
~ • i ^ • r,
An oculist tells a Boston reporter that
an artistic way, was i!0,OOO,OOO, or
every yard of dotted veil that Is sold Is at
about $30,000,000in American money. least $20 in the pockets of bis brethren.
Think of that, ye envious potentatesof
4E llROH* Janesville, Win.
HorKford's Acid Pliosphate,
the present generation.
VALUABLE IN INDIGESTION.
This magnificent throne was but six
Dr. Daniel T. Nelson. Chicago, says: “ I
feet long and four feet broad, but it
And it a pleasantand valuable remedy In In
""'"’""ASTHMi.
was composed of solid gold, inlaid with digestion, particularlyIn overworkedmen."

loaders for sporting

.

F-AlUXT.

:

Pain-Killer

ulators for foreign markets,

lv

I

pnln as
supported by red sandstone columns.
well, In our advice to good housckeepois and
In a smaller building adjoining we ladies generally. The great necessityexistinspected the still more famous .De- ing always to have a perfectly safe remedy
convenient for the relief and prompt euro of
wanikhas or hall of private audience. the ailments peculiar to women— functional
This proved to be a square pavilion of irregularity,constantpains, and all the It was the first and to the only permamarble, resting on massive square symptoms attendant upon uterine disorders
nent Pain ReUeyer.
—Induces us to recommend strohgly and unmaterial, all highly polished. The
qualifiedlyDr. I’lerce’s “Favorite Prescripornamentationis simple rather than tion-woman’s best friend. It will save ITS MERITS
UNSURPASSED..
*
elaborate. The apartment is small and money.
There la nothing to equal It In a few momenta II;

—

"Rough on Pain." Quick cure for Colic, Crampa,
Diarrhea,Aches, Pains, Sprains, Headache.

i

-mHUjua

adorned by remnants of once gorgeous mosaics. The
How to Save Money, '
Dewanium is open on three sides and and wo might aloo say— tlmo and

The Use of Old Muskets.
jeweled ceiling* was melted down by
An
exchange
says that the con- the Mahrattas, at the time of their inIr afflicted with Bore Eyes, use Dr. Isaae
Thompson's Eye Water. Druggists sell it. 25c. demned muskets of the Government
vasion in 1759. This ceiling was valued
the Enfield and Belgian rifles and other
at about $850,000 in American money.
Stinging,Irritation, Inflammation, all kidney and
firearms of the late war — find pur- This is what I suppose is meant by the
nrlnary complaints, oared by “Buchu-Palba."$L
chasers among the Grand Army posts,
expression,“Oriental magnificence.”
Beware of the incipient stages of Consump- amateur military companies, and specLetter from Delhu
tion, Take Plso’s Cure in time.

i

pillars, and

The peacock throne was carried away
by the Persian Nadir Shah, while the

Bed-bugs, flies, roaches, ants, rats, mice,
cleared out by " Bough on Rats." 15c.

been partial to proprietarymcdldnea, as I believetoemajority of them to be nothing better than roethode
of obtaining money from people whom lafferlng'
make* ready to catch at any hope of relief. They are
mean cheats and delualon*. But your

In Precious Stones.

actuallyput into one pan of the giganused for this purpose.
As I passed by, some half-drunken
soldiers shouted: “Come on, Jack;
have a drink, old boy ?”
The bar has been improvised right at
one side of the King’s throne, an elevated
marble canopy, supported by four white Chambers' Journal.

tic scales

GRAVEL

A CURE FOR

Australiaand England, writes to the Argus, A Common end Painful Complmlnt— A
Melbourne, Australia, that in the six days’
Statement You May Confide In.
contest for the championship,after riding
It oeema to have been tetorvud for Dr. David Ken8 consecutive hours each day, his limbs became stiff and sore, and he is positive he nedy, ot Komlout, N. Y.. to amiuplixli,through hts
won the groat race, and was enabled to ride p re pj ration widelyknown tu> KKNNKDY'H FAanother 100 miles against time immediately VORITE REMEDY, what other, have failed to
eotnpaM. The anbjolned letter will be fonnd of vltel
afterward, from the wonderful effebts proIntercat to anfferora from grevel,and to the general
duced by the use of 8t. Jacobs Oil in tminpublic :
ing and racing. He culls it his boon comAlbany, March Sk UN.
panion, and recommends it to all athletes.
Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.:
Dear Sir-Let me tell yon franklythat I have nevar

MAHEBT cure of Ague and Fever, or Chills
and Fever, whether of short or long standing. He refere to tho entire Western and
Southern country to bear him testimony to
the truth of tho assertion that in no case
whatever will it fail to cure if the directions aro strictly followed and earried out
In a great many oases a single dose ha«
been suflleUntfor a onro, and whole families have been oared by a single bottle, with
a perfect restorationof tho general health.
It is, however, prudent, and in every oate
more certain to cure, if its nae is continued
in smaller doses for a week or two after the
diseasehas bean cheeked, more especially
in difficult and long-standing oases. Usually this medicine will not require any aid
to keep tho boweli ia good order. Should
the patient, however, roonire. a cathartic
medicine,after having taken three or font
doses of the Tonio, a single dose of BULL'S
VEGETABLE FAMILY PILLS will bo sufficient
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is the eld and
reliable remedy for itopuritiei of the bleed
and Scrofulous affections— -tho King of
Blood Purifiers.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared ia the form of
candy drops, attractiveto
to the sight and
pleasant to the taste.

WORM

DR.

JOHN

BUZjXi’B

SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
The Popular Remedlea of the Day.
Pji»cl»al Offiee» Itt Malt St, LOCT&TliLB.
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Imn. WOOUUCH A CO,

bUnufsrtmn, Pahs*,

"
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Catarrh HAY-FEVER*

I have been a rraatf
sufferer from HayT*ver for 12 years. I read
ol the wondrous cure*
by Ely's Cream Bala

and thought I would
try once more. Aftat
one application1 waa
wonderfully helped^
Two weeks ago I commenced using it, and

now I

feel enttrelf

cured. It is tbegrMBest disco venr kftOWgy

Duhamkl (xabk,

Par-

mer. Lee, Msss.

Cream Halm

Is anisuy founded on •rrect diagnosisel

druggist’s:(
r.T.Y 111108..Dniggl.ts,Owego,

THE

TIFFIN

SSf

MACHINERY
For Horae or

!

Steam Power

Hundreds of the best men In 80 States
and Territoriesuse it and will have no
|

other

I

RELIABLE! DURtBLE! SIMPLE!

I

T>Ublishedover Si years, we bars ample
I facilities
to fill orders promptly, and
H > setlalscUouof qur customers. Gate- j
iegue rsxE.
1
LOOMIS A NYMAN, Tiffin,Ohio.
l

Address

m

CONSUMPT
u.N.u.'

\yur.x WRITING

s&L,.,

Urn

A PHYMtlAS •(
Piasof BM**'.Pm4 i
"I rss *»y .» tbU prtMr.Uoo
food th«i (l ht, NKVKR KAIIXD
m». V 1*11.4to unw wtoa rtr*.
Mftrtlymartlnr To my dimMuM.
WMi KtiiMloNi ew», Ihm bm4 ks
t.nr IHU. tombW IVum buw.l rMS
l'l*lni»;lUd u> iki. I ucriU tto
Udlbal I tor. Mrtr
•i lib any form .f dhrrhr* or cbolm .
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Yan Oort & Beewta,

GhrlstUa TwnperanoeUnion.

& &

Union.

Sncceesor* to W. O.

are Bellingand keep for sale some very fine

"Eighteoumesi Ezalteth a Nation.”

We hare

perming

Just been

Wood

COOKING STOVES,

Throw Away Your Vote.”
importance of the

.

goods at the One^Price Store of

HOLLAND, MICH.

AND RANGES.

It shows the

"tariff question”

in the stock of

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

with special reference to an election

in Massachusetts. It is entitled, ((Why

made

has been

an article

which was prepared by the Rev. L. L.

CHANGE

A VERY RADICAL

MELI8.

of the

A

large and very fine stock of

republican party as a matter of great im-

portance, the government receivine
through it a revenue of 1180,000,000
annually. It then goes on to show that:
"The annual expenditure of $750,000,000

F-A-LL

A large stock of

H

C L O T

Cr

3ST

1

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures. We also have a stock of
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.,

by the consumers of intoxicating beverages in this country is a matter of vastly
always on hand.

greater importance, saying nothing of the

physical and moral ruin which it produces.”

He

why

proceeds to show

»

the
Wo have

question of temperance should not be ex-

cluded from

politics

and

a

call

and examine our stock of

large assortment of

confined to per-

Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

suasive efforts, by stating that the beer

Ladies are invited to

Spring Dress Goods, New Style of

Patterns.

Prints, 1 Dress'

brewers conference are pledged to give
$800,000,000 towards the defeat of every
candidate who presumes te advocate

arguments more potent than persuasive.
To carry out

object they send agents

this

Washington. A most

to

which

is

STINE

AL ABA

any

in all

HATS AND CAPS.

and

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

Calicos

in an endless number of styles and designs.

shades.

potent argument

mouth of almost every one

in the

does

in the liquor interest is: "Prohibition

not prohibit.” If that

be

Why

$800,000,000 to defeat it?

Garden

why pledge

so,

not treat

it

i

COIMIE EAIR/LIT

as a foolish, harmless hallucinationof
those in the temperance interest? If Pro-

not

hibition does

why

prohibit,

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Farming Tools.

j

The best of

keep

and

GET BEST BABQ-AIISrS

Holland, Mich., Aug, 6th, 1884.

agents at Washington to work against it?

And

if it

does prohibit why does net every

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

lover of his country, and of his race vote

It

for

some

to us

and White Lead.

Almost every passing breeze wafts
and devastation

tale of the ruin

can be obtained of ns.

wrought by alcohol. The $900,000,000
spent for alcohol would be belter disposed

We

of, if cast in the depth of the sea, for there

make

it could not

annually 600,000,

drankards— there it would not help to

a

hasten to

drunkards grave annually

60.000 of the 600,000. If

it

it,

Baxlioi Fence

Wire

SPRING
HAS COIMIE
—
and

lay there 600r

000 souls would not through alcohol, pur-

chased by

keep all kinds of

be placed on the

way

to

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

G.

WHIPS, PUMPS,

of

goods, consisting of

vote?” Citizens!why? Christians! why?

M.

8.

V. O.

[To be Continued.)

A Lawyer’s Opinion
J.

Dress Goods.
Cottons*
CARPENTERS* TOOLS, SASH, AND
Tickings.
GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

of Interest to All.

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

A. Tawney, Esq., a leading attorney

more

for

GIVE US A CALL.

than three years, I take great

New Discovery for Consumption, as

the

best remedy in the world for Coughs

and

We promiseprompt and gentlemanly treatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.

Colds.* It has never failed to cure the
most severe colds I have had, and invari-

CLEVELAND AND HENDRICKS

Prints,

and

Ginghams.

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HANDKEBCHIEFS,

A

IT

ID

COTTOTTI

VAN OORT. * BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich., April 2,

1884.

42-tf

GENTS’

ably relieves the pain in the cbest.” Sold

NECKWEAR

?

by H. Walsh.

A

Lippixcott’sMagazine for September
is readable

and

The

Holland. Mich.. March

FOB THE CAMPAIGN.

Wo

will tend the WEEKLY F! r
PRESS until after election for only «.>

be

remedy that acts directly
on the Liver; AaaLivormedioineTUTT’S
PILLS have no eqnaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin la also prompt : removing
all impurities through these three ’scavengers of the system,'* producing appetite, sound digestion, regular stools,a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TCTT’S PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner Interfere .
with daily work and are a perfect
the use of a

4

ANTIUOTE TO MALARIA.
Sold everywhere, S5c. Office, 44 Murray 8t.,lTY.

Him

HAIR DYE.

mri

CENTS.
Ad

27, 1884.

MANOAl

OF BSEFUl MCEIPT8

FBiL

.

ZEE.

dr—

•

ZBOOHSTE,

THE FREE PRESS CO.,
Detroit* Mich.

Otto Breyman

marvellous scenery along the northwest

ored
mand

instantly to a Glosst Black by a single application of this Dte. Sold by Druggists*
or sent by express on receipt of tl.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.

THE FREE PBEo.

former is especially noticeablefor

fresh and attractivedescriptions of the

its

VAN PUTTEN & SONa

G.

from the English Lakes,” by Amelia Barr.

Rr

V E

Gray Hair or Whiskers changed

to the season,—

ka,”

I

ne auiy, dizziness, nattering at tHo
h 1 Y ® ° 1*

Heart|Dots

For the only genuine PICTORIAL biographiesof
the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES for President and Vice-President.
Authentic and exhaustive in fact, profuse and artistic in illustration,
consdentlons,forcible, brilliant In authorship.
The Standard 'CamuaignHistory.Anthorized.
Rich In matter but low In price— $2. The agents’
harvest. Send 50cts. fbr outfit and our special
practicalInstructions in the best methods of
selling it. Success and large profitsensured. Act
at once. The Campaignwill be short, but brilliant and profitableto agents. Address,
N. D. Thompson& Co.. Publishers,
St. Locia, Mo., or New York Citt.
24-8t

always on hand.

"A Bummer Trip to Alasby James A. Harrison, and "Gossip

!

full stock of

GKROCEB/IES

entertaining thronghout.

There are two sketches of travel suitable

L

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise three-fourths of
the diseases of the human race. These

1884. AGENTS WANTED. 1884.

Hamburg Edgings.

SILK

_

right away
than anything else in this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first honr. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sore.
At ouce address Tbue & Co.. AiKueta, Maine.

after eating, aversionto
rtlon of body or mhad, Eructation

Corsets.

pleasure in statingthat I regard Dr. King's

DISORDERED
te, fullness

Hosiery*

of Winona, Minn., writes: "After using
it

_

TORPID BOWELS,

SONS A PRIZE, to more money

have received a large Spring stock

ruin. “Why,” then, "throw away your

PILLS

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you

POTTEM

YAH

TUTTS

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest,handsomest beet book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The fastest selling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Anj one can become a successful agent
Terms free. Ballet Book Co.. Portland. Maine.

coast of America,while the letter gives ns
a picture of peasant-lifeand its

ings in the

most

-Dealer in-

surround-

The oldest established Stable

£ IRON

beautiful of the English

counties. The second instalment of John

Jewelry, Watches,

Coleman's"Personal Reminiscences of
Charles Reade” is longer than the

and gives a large number of

THE ONLY

DIAMONDS,

first,

interestiog

details in regard to Reade’s career as a

Silmvue, Flaltta, aai Fancy fiook

Three chapters of

Gold and Silver Watches at Bear

serial,

new

Miss Tincker’s

"Aurora,” are given in this num-

ber, with

a

'beautiful frontispiece by an

Italian artist, Adriano Bonifazl.

Week

satiable Prices,

in Klllarney,”

also continned,

"A
ID I

by the "Dutches,” is

A

3S£

O IT ID

IR I UNT

O S

I

SPECTACLES
—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Neglect a constipated condition

of the bowels, or serious results surely fol-

low, such as piles, and impure blood.

All the

IcnJNEVBV;

out of order.

cJ^nq eq1^
For Colds, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Sore Throat use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, and get the genuine.

NWHstsMe
1

An

easy

way

Baking Powder
in water. If

produce
and

to

is

detect imposition in

to boil a small quantity

ammonia is present it

an edor

;

if

allum,

it

taste bitter; if sUrtch, floor or filling,

they will remain in the

cap

as the

80 UNION SQUARE NEW YORK.

o- C*

li'S?;
V—/ FOR

SALE BY

will

will smell old

MEYER, BROUWER
dftftlerain

Cream

and Soda will all disappear. DeLand’s Chemical Baking Powder is made
from Cream Tartar and Soda only, and by
the me of it, yon get fall strength, fall
weight, no imposition, end very fine, delicious pastry at law cost Sold only in
cans. Try it. Test it. Use it.
Tartar

!WM,

cn
—

and—

WILL

—

CO.

St..

Holland Mich

GOLD

represented.

in this

purposes, which I will famish

as cheap,

if

not cheaper

than any party lathis city.

1882.BOONE.
H.

Holland, July 28th,

25-tf

Thomas’ SdaoOQ, kbve not had an attack. Mrs.

Dr, Eatta’a
........Iron
.

ta GEO. T. McGLURE,
-*-Dealerin-**

especlall^Dvsgepslu.^Vantof
AppetltjLlmllgesj
vrUh immediate ainf wonderfulresults. Boxes,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Bruin Power.
js —
sufferingfrom all complaints
L
peculiar to their sex will find in
DR. HARTER'S EBON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of Du.
Ha.iter'sIron Tomic is that frequent attempta
at counterfeitingliave only added to the popularity of the original. If you earxestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Okigihal and Best.

A

Sowing Machines,

ieO

AND MUSICAL

nsmTS.

N

trouble to show Goods.

Holland. Mich.,3Jay

O.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

Mortgage Sale.

Default having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fonrth (4th),A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and 8ary O.
his wife, to George W. Joecelyn, and recorded
August second 12nd).A. D. 1670, in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County,Michl, in Liber 11 of Mortgages,
on page 404,upon
.
which mortgage there ia claimed to be doe, at the
date of this notice,four hundred and ninetyThe only reed instrument made .baring
seven dollars and nineteen cents ($407.18,)and
B, B,
JUT.
no suit or proceedingsat law or In equity having the patent Qualifying tabes, giving the
been inititnted to recover the debt or any part nearest approach in tone to .that of the
thereof aecnred by aald mortgage, now.therefore,by
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription virtoe of the power of aale in aald mortgage pipe organ.
clerk,has charge, and will be lonnd at all honrs, contained, and of the statute in such case made
ready to compound prescriptionsin a thoroughly and provided, notice is hereby given that on
reliablemanner.

FIRST

WARD

„

D,,Prop*r,

•

the
m
WfiltO SOWlQg

day of September, 1884,

one o'clock In the afternoon of laid day, at the
front door of the Court Heuae of Ottsws Cotmty.
Michigan, is the city of Grand Haven, in aald
County, there will be sold tt public auction or
doe, U> the highest bidder the pr— Isee Is

!

Every Machine warranted for five yean

i

A

Krerythi^a^^ning^^fin^—drug

us

store

X. B.
HeQand, Mich,, JsntST.llll.

fall line

ef sewing machine merchan

dise constantly an hand.

Please call,

jl oaxx«.

mw.

•

MaCIline I

at

mMmmmwm
axvzs

.start

FACTS REGARDING

lam prepared to do repairing and engraving
promptlyand in the best manner.
Or. Hartir’s Iron Tonio is for Sale by au
Druggists ano Dealers Everywhere.
8-ly
Come and examine our stock.

A completeassortment of

Since I started using Dr.

MM

11EARSB

with the finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

disease* requiring a certainand eHlclen.TONIC,

Thirtieth

'j

Lotto Conrad, Standiah, Mich.

to be just as

BEST,

/

BURIAL GASKETS.
River

Goods are warranted

Drug
Store.
m,

8. B. Durfey, mate of steamer Artiena, ing more moony In a few days that yon ever
thought possible at any boaiossa. Capital not rehad his foot badly jammed. Thomas' Ec- Q aired. We will start yoe. Yoa can work all the
ume or in spare time only. The work is ulverlectric OQ cured it Nothing equal to it
sally adapted to hoth sexes,yennc and old. Yoe
can easily earn from 50 centa to$£ every evening
for a quick pain reliever.
That all who want work may tteTthe boaiosM,we
-gir
make this nnparelMsd offer; to all who are not
Qulnay troubled me far twenty years.

trie

near Eighth,

also keep on bond a largt assortmentof

ments.

Bitters.

%i

ever displayed In this City.

and there are short stories

Use Burdock Blood

the city.

The largestassortment of

by Celia P. Woolley and Charles Dunning, poems by Helen Gray Cone and
James Lane Allen, and the usual variety
of good things in the editorial depart-

Neveb

Street,

I have the newest and best
city,

< TONIC

dramatist, while conveying al ively notion
of his pecnllar character.

On Market

TRUE

In

HIST*

-Oer.
HoUaad, Michigan, Jin* «, A. D.
-

